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• Problem Statement 
The South Carolina State Housing Finance and Development Authority (SCSHFDA) is a 
self-sustaining agency whose mission is to "create quality affordable housing opportunities for 
the citizens of South Carolina."' One of the ways the agency fulfills this mission is through the 
purchase and servicing of mortgage loans. The agency does not re-finance existing loans. The 
department that services the loans is expected to be self-supporting. The economic downturn 
that took place in late 2007 impacted the operations of this department in several ways. One 
impact was that mortgage pay-offs increased as interest rates dropped thus enabling some 
customers to re-finance their loans at lower interest rates; the second impact being that our 
servicing software vendor was not equipped to implement changes driven by changing federal 
regulations. This resulted in our selling most of our incoming new loan purchases to another 
• mortgage provider who then retained the servicing of these loan purchases. The impact to our 
loan portfolio lasted for about four years. Both of these issues resulted in decreased revenues for 
the department while higher default, foreclosure and bankruptcy rates increased the department ' s 
manpower cost. The agency has since acquired different servicing software which complies with 
current industry regulations and is once again servicing the loans that we purchase. This project 
is to explore if the department could improve any of their overall processes by using existing 
technologies and software(s) to better utilize the new servicing system while minimizing manual 
tasks. The process currently involves the user manually inputting data into our Black Knight 
Financial Services (BKFS) system and our OnBase Document Management (OnBase) system. 
Can we leverage our Kofax Document Recognition system to improve this process and reduce 
overall employee time and effort? If this project is successful there are potentially other 
• 1 www.SCHousing.com, 'Miss ion ', http://www.schousing.com/About SC State Housing/Mission, accessed Oct.2, 2015 
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• processes in Servicing that could benefit from this type of process improvement. The more we 
can successfully automate largely repetitive processes the more time and attention staff members 
have to devote to other aspects of serving our customers. If successful this project should 
constitute a win for both the internal staff members and our external customers. Best case 
scenario will be the implementation of a time saving process whose basic design is repeatable for 
other processes in the Servicing Department and possibly elsewhere in the agency. 
The agency is currently licensed for and utilizes several Kofax modules in various 
divisions. "Kofax Capture™ automates and accelerates business processes by capturing all types 
of paper and electronic documents and forms, transforming them into accurate and actionable 
information, and delivering it all into core business applications, processes and workflows." 2 
"Kofax Transformation Modules™ adds automatic document classification, page separation, 
• data extraction and validation capabilities to Kofax Capture™. It eliminates the time and human 
effort required to understand the large volumes of documents and the related information . Once 
data is extracted, it is routed to the appropriate systems and staff within the organization." 3 
• 
Data Collection 
An initial meeting was held with all staff members of the Mortgage Servicing department 
to determine the scope of the project, the expected outcomes and the selection of one of the 
department 's processes to use. Primary methods of data gathering at this stage were 
brainstorming and round robins. These methods were used to help ensure that all staff members 
had an opportunity to voice their opinions on which processes should be considered and why. 
2 www.kofax.com, 'Kofax Capture' , hllp://www .kofax.com/products/multichannel-capture/kofax-capture, accessed 
Dec. 10,2015 
3 
www.kofax.com, 'Kofax Transformation Modules' , htLp://www.kofax.com/kofax-transformation-modules, 
accessed Dec . 10, 2015 
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• The meeting and methods also helped to ensure that all members understood the scope and goals 
of the project and helped to facilitate team members' buy-in on the project. It was critical that 
team members understood that the process automation was not intended to replace them, but 
rather it was intended to aid them in performing repetitive tasks more efficiently so more time 
and attention could be spent directly serving our external customers. While it was stated and 
understood that the department manager had the final say in the process choice, based on the 
analysis and discussion of the initial information collected, the process chosen for the project 
was the process that utilized the greatest man hours and involved the largest document volumes. 
The process chosen was the Insurance Declarations process. The majority of our loans 
require that the homeowner/borrower carry Hazardous Property Insurance on the dwelling(s) 
covered by the mortgage. Some properties may also be required to carry additional types of 
• insurance such as Wind and Hail, Flood and or Earthquake insurance. Homeowners frequently 
update policy details and/or change insurance companies. This requires that the data in BKFS be 
updated. Accurate data in the system is a must to ensure that invoices for coverage are accurately 
paid and annual escrow amounts are correctly calculated. The escrow amounts directly affect the 
homeowner's monthly payment amounts and are recalculated annually. Average daily volume of 
documents received is fifty. A sub-team of the process owners, their immediate supervisor, the 
Kofax System Administrator and the BKFS (Black Knight Financial Services) System 
Administrators was formed for the design, testing and implementation of this project. 
• 
Several meetings were held with the sub-team in which the current written procedures 
(Appendix I) for the process were dissected, discussed, and flowcharted (Appendix II) to identify 
all process steps and to document any process constraints, exceptions or other possible ad-hoc 
steps. This was crucial to determining the functional requirements that the solution would need 
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• to incorporate. Project developers also observed the process SME's (subject matter experts) 
performing the data entry steps on several occasions. A proposed process flowchart was 
presented to the sub-team for review, approval and to ensure that the project design would follow 
their expectations. (Appendix III). 
Due to the number of various forms the agency receives from a variety of insurance 
carriers a large number of sample documents (Appendix IV) was required for document layout, 
document classification and data extraction training in our Kofax Transformation Module 
(KTM) software. Thjs software uses optical character recognition (OCR) to perform document 
recognition and separation. Sample gathering was accomplished by identifying production 
batches for our imaging department and communicating with them on how to create the sample 
image files at the same time they were scanning the current documents for delivery into our 
• document management system. Using this method to gather samples minimized the time spent 
on sample creation and ensured that the documents used to train in KTM accurately reflected the 
document content and quality that would be seen in future production batches. 
• 
The sub-team identified and charted all data fields required for user review and user value 
updates and created a detailed mapping of the data characteristics (Appendix V) that would be 
required for each field in each of the software systems the process would incorporate. This 
allowed the data requirements to be easily reviewed by process SME's, the Kofax 
administrator/developer and the BKFS administrator/developer. These charts also served as a 
tool for use during the design and testing phases. 
Data was collected to benchmark the time the process required before the project started 
and again at the end of the project. Time was tracked for a period of one month to determine the 
amount of time being spent on the process at the beginning of the project. The data reflected 
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• below are based on per day averages. Reduced processing would be the biggest indicator of 
success for this project. 
• 
Process man 
hours before 
project Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Opening/Sorting 
Mail 2 0.5 0.5 1 1 
Loan Lookup & 
Information 
Updates 5 3 0.5 3 2.5 
Batch Prep 0 2.5 0.5 1 0 
Indexing into 
OnBase 0 0.5 5 1.5 0 
Send Letters/ 
Outstanding 
Issues 0 0 0 0 3 
I Daily Hours 
I 
Weekly I 
. Hours 33 
The team also identified possible issues, risks and/or constraints that could have had an effect on 
any aspect of the project. Documentation was updated during the project when resolutions were 
applied or risks deemed minimal. Project documentation was a valuable tool in post project 
analysis of the successes, failures, limitations and repeatability of the project. 
Data Analysis 
Data analysis lead to a team consensus that the process chosen for the project should be 
selected by determining which process utilized the greatest man hours and involved the largest 
document volumes. Analysis of the flowcharts for the supported probable time savings in at least 
two areas; one step in the BKFS process could occur as a simultaneous activity instead of a 
• follow-up activity and automated indexing replacing the manual indexing of documents onto our 
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• document management ystem. Analysis of the sample documents revealed that using data 
extraction of the property address on a declarations page might not produce the results desired 
due to the number of different addresses on the sample documents. Testing could not achieve a 
consistent confidence level of at least 95%. This coupled with the fact that one loan could have 
multiple insurance policy types, each having its own set of data from BKFS, an easy to use 
"Database Lookup" feature would need to be utilized in the KTM design instead of the OCR 
field extraction method. This would allow the user to view the top results and easily chose the 
correct borrower/policy type combination. Further review of the sample documents indicated that 
declaration form layouts change frequently and new insurance providers are added to the list of 
companies in BKFS . The Kofax "Online Learning" functionality could be utilized to ensure 
document recognition levels remain high while minimizing time spent by IT in maintaining the 
• project configuration. "Online learning is a technique that can be used to improve classification 
and extraction results for documents with unsatisfactory recognition results. During project 
configuration, training documents can be added for classification or extraction learning"4 This 
would allow the user to flag documents during batch processing that have low or incorrect 
classification results . Periodically the Kofax System Administrator can then update the project 
configuration quickly using this flagged document set. 
• 
Data field characteristics in Kofax and BKFS proved to have some wide variations. These 
variations would need to be managed in a Microsoft Access pass-through database. The 
implementation plan also needed to include backup methods to recreate the data and/or images in 
the event internal or external network connection failed during the any of the import or export 
steps. Analysis of specific document type processing exceptions identified during the data 
4 Help for Ko fax Transformation - Project Builder, Setup Online Learning , (Kofax Transformation Modules 6. 1) 
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• gathering stage resulted in the conclusion that the exception requirements could be easily 
managed with OnBase workflows. 
• 
• 
Implementation 
A project plan was then developed using a Project Status Report (Appendix VI) as the 
primary method of project communication and project tracking. The following decisions were 
reached in the plan development: 
•!• The only project cost expected was manpower hours and those did not need to be 
tracked. The agency currently has sufficient Kofax volume and client licenses to . 
cover this project. 
•!• The method for export of data from BKFS would be a repeatable extracted text 
file that the user would run at the beginning of the process. This method would be 
designed in house using utilizing BKFS 's Passport module. The alternative was 
an automated nightly or weekly data set from overnight BKFS processing that 
would incur a per instance charge. This method would add unwanted costs to the 
project and might not keep the data set used in the Kofax process as up to date as 
the user export process. 
•!• A Sub Team was formed consisting of Donna Fletcher as Project Leader, Sherri 
Miller as the Servicing Lead and Debbie Plato and Kim Huggins (Shante 
Edmonds joined the team partway through the project as a replacement for Kim) 
as the SME's for Servicing. Donna utilized Mark Phipps, Craig Sears and Todd 
Sipos as IT resources when needed . 
• 
• 
• 
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•!• Servicing agreed to be available when needed to provide data, process 
clarifications, design input and testing. If they were unavailable they would 
promptly provide the team leader with the first possible alternate dates. 
•!• The initial project timeline would be an estimate since this will be our first 
attempt to pull data from BKFS for use in Kofax and there are staffing constraints 
for both Servicing and IT at this time. It was expected that the initial timeline 
would require modification over the course of the project. A successful, 
repeatable project was deemed more desirable than a quick turnaround. 
•!• The Project Status report would be updated monthly by the project leader and sent 
to all team members. Updates would include changes to the timeline, monthly 
progress notes and tracking of risks, issues and resolutions. Team members were 
encouraged to request additions, modifications or deletions to the report at any 
time. Lisa Rivers would communicate to the executive level stakeholders up her 
chain of command and Donna Fletcher would do likewise up her chain of 
command. 
•!• Donna Fletcher would produce a user's procedure guide for the project. 
(Appendix VII). After project is put into production IT will be responsible for any 
technical updating required and the Servicing department may add any procedural 
information needed to maintain the document as a current procedure and training 
guide. 
•!• IT would also develop technical documentation that will detail the project design 
for use in future modifications and for development of similar projects. (Appendix 
VIII) 
• 
• 
• 
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•:• The project would be first developed using Kofax, OnBase and Access test 
systems. Only after all issues that were identified during user testing were 
resolved was the project to be moved to our production systems. Testing was 
performed in the production system as well prior to the final cutover from the old 
process to the new process. 
•:• Due to accounting issues, setting up test loan data in BKFS is not allowed. IT 
needed to develop a testing method that would allow testing using data. 
•:• Sample gathering would begin immediately while the project design phase would 
begin in February after BKFS year end and annual escrow analysis processing 
were complete. 
•:• Other resources would be Kofax Developers Guides and the BKFS MSP 
Navigator Reference, Transactions and Input Guides. 
The next step of implementation consisted of document recognition setup and training of 
the sample images in KTM' s Project Planner module that had been gathered during the data 
collection phase. Input from the process SME's was critical at this stage to ensure that each of 
the training images collected were assigned to the correct document type. Next the document 
recognition/classification files and document separation files generated in KTM Project Planner 
were imported into KTM' s Project Builder module where data fields were defined, data locators 
were set and validation rules for the data defined. These items incorporated both software presets 
and custom scripting to achieve the needed behavior. The graphical user interface (GUI) for the 
Kofax Validation module was then designed. This module is where the user performs the 
majority of the steps for the process . 
• 
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•!• User can view the document and the current information found on the various 
BKFS screens at the same time. Information-only fields are locked to prevent 
data changes. 
•!• User has the ability to update required fields. 
•!• User has the ability to flag new forms as new samples to be added to the project 
configuration using the Kofax Online Learning module. 
•!• User has the ability to change the document type if needed. 
•!• User has the ability to flag a document so that OnBase will email them a copy 
when needed to perform follow-up actions. 
At various points in the GUI design the SME's were asked to evaluate the field placement and 
user functionality of the module and provide inputs for improvement. This resulted in some 
• added fields and in field placement changes. 
• 
An MS Access database was designed as a pass-through for data going from BKFS to 
Kofax and for data going from Kofax to BKFS to facilitate the field placement and data character 
variations between the various systems. The Access database also allowed for any user required 
reports to be generated from some or all of the data passing back into BKFS. See Appendix IX 
for snapshots of the Kofax Validation GUI and the Escrow _Kofax_Processing.accde GUI. 
This was followed by designing a batch class in the Kofax Capture module and linking it 
to the Project Builder modules files. In Capture the design elements merge together the type and 
order of the functional modules i.e. Scan, Recognition Server, Document Review, Validation and 
Export. The various exports for data and the export for images were defined with the image 
export being linked to our OnBase Document Management System. The OnBase workflows to 
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• handle document exception processing were also either developed or modified as needed at this 
time. 
At this point the user had a complete process that they could see, touch and test. The user 
procedural guide was then completed and users were trained on how to perform the new process 
using the guide as a reference and the project leader as a coach. Updates were made to the 
procedure guide based on feedback from the training. Users were then provided with test batches 
to perform. Minor design changes were implemented based on feedback from the user testing. 
The design for the macro that uploads data into BKFS was then developed and tested. All 
the process steps went through several iterations of testing until all team members were satisfied 
with the Document Review results, the Validation GUI, the accuracy of the data in the BKFS 
Macro file and the user documentation. Since BKFS is a live hosted software solution for which 
• the agency does not have a test system, the testing of the data upload into BKFS was performed 
using actual documents and data by utilizing a controlled upload method that paused the process 
after each field update and resumed only after user input. The user was also able to stop the 
process at any point needed. IT provided a spreadsheet of the data that would be uploaded during 
the tests so that field updates could be easily validated. Tests were performed using multiple 
small batches to make validation and total process performance tracking manageable. User 
testing was coordinated so necessary IT resources were present during the testing. Testing and 
design modifications continued until all desired outcomes were met. All solution components 
were migrated to production systems. IT and user testing were performed again over several 
weeks to ensure no errors were made during the migration . 
• 
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• Evaluation Methods 
• 
• 
A functionally successful project was one that met all the users' requirements with as few 
steps as possible and met the following: 
•!• User needs ability to see data from BKFS while working in Kofax. 
•!• User needs ability to modify data from BKFS while working in Kofax. 
•!• Provides accurate uploads of modified data into BKFS. 
•!• Provides accurately indexed images into OnBase. 
•!• User provided with a list of letters that BKFS should print for mailing. 
•!• User provided with a list of any follow up notes entered for a loan during the Kofax 
Validation step. 
•!• User provided with a method for routing insurance documents when a borrower was not 
located in BKFS . 
•!• User provided with a method for getting a print out of a specific document without 
having to retrieve it from the original paper batch that was sent to imaging. 
•!• IT provided with a method for easy and successful restorations of data if needed. 
•!• User provided with a method for easy verification of data values uploaded into BKFS . 
•!• A process that was easy to follow process from user's viewpoint. 
•!• A process that is easily modifiable in the event that additional fields need added due to 
software and or process changes. 
•!• User provided with a Process Guide. 
•!• IT provided with project documentation. 
•!• IT - project maintenance time minimized for updating document recognition files when 
new insurance companies or forms are added . 
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• These items were discussed in the project follow-up meeting in which it was agreed by the team 
that the project met all the functional requirements and in some areas exceeded expectations. 
Areas that exceeded expectations were: 
•!• The Kofax record search was faster than BKFS. 
•!• Being able to see and input all information on one page instead of multiple pages. 
•!• Being able to get the letters that needed to be sent to borrowers or insurance companies 
processed immediately instead of waiting for a batch process to print later. 
•!• The user notes print-out is a great aid to assist user with follow-up on non-standard 
issues. 
All risks identified during the project were successfully minimized or negated. One primary 
processor and two backup processors were trained in the process before the project follow-up 
• meeting. 
• 
A completely successful project would also include measurable time savings and would 
not negatively impact any other department processes or controls. The end results were better 
than anticipated with a time savings of 13.75 hours per week for the Insurance Declarations 
Process man hours 
.after prnject 
........... .:. ..... ~~>..r:i.~ .. aY .... ........ Tuesday 
Kofax Process 
Mail Letters/ 
.outstanding Issues ......... . 
2 
1 
1 
0 
........................ 
0 
1 
....... ... , ........................................... , ..........................................•........................................ 
s.day ............... FridaY ............. j 
1 1 1 
................. , ................... . 
······+·········· 
0.25 0.25 
··········t ...................... ~ 
1 2.5 2.5 
·········+················ ....................... · .. 
1 1 
3.25 4 .75 4.75 
.Daily Hrs. . ...................... · .............. ~.:.~ ........... · ........... ............ . .......................... • ....................... . . ....................................................................... , 
............................................................................................. ~ 
:weekly Hrs : 19.25\ 
. · in I . 
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• process. The new process has also had a positive impact on the time required to key in the 
monthly invoice batches since all the insurance billing information is always up to date in BKFS 
and the invoice processor does not have to stop and verify invoice information. Time reduction 
was also aided by adjusting the mail opening and sorting process to better align it with this 
project. This was undertaken by the primary processor in the Servicing department. See 
Appendix X for functional requirements, time benchmark and team evaluation results. 
The design of the project included the export of an Excel spreadsheet from the Access 
Database that contained the same information that was exported in the text file that was used for 
the BKFS Macro Upload. Since testing of the data upload was being conducted in a production 
system this was critical. This user friendly spreadsheet was used during testing to verify all fields 
were updating correctly in BKFS. Where discrepancies were found, the user corrected the system 
• data; IT corrected the process and a new test for the issue was performed. Heavy testing 
continued until most of the commonly used fields were tested. There are some fields in the 
process that still remain untested due to a lack of occurrence. These fields are for the two least 
common policy types. IT provided the users with a list of each document type that reflects 
which fields have and have not been tested. IT will continue to update this listing periodically 
and furnish users with a copy until all fields have been tested. (Appendix XI). The data for this 
listing is generated from the export text files of already processed batches which are maintained 
on our servers for 45 days after creation. Batch backup files and backup images are also 
maintained for 45 days for recovery purposes . 
• 
• 
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Summary and Recommendations 
The entire team was pleasantly surprised by just how much weekly time was saved in 
their department by this project. The outcome created a level of excitement among the whole 
team. Even though the development of this project was time intensive, the results prove the time 
was well spent. The blueprint for this project is one that should be very repeatable. The team's 
.recommendations were to continue to move in this direction for other processes in their division. 
Another meeting was scheduled within 10 days of the follow-up meeting to decide which 
process(es) would be next up for development. 
Another benefit of this project is that as an agency we are getting more value for our 
investment in the Kofax Capture and Transformation modules. IT staff further developed their 
knowledge of the functionality of the Kofax modules. This project also expanded the 
• knowledgebase of BKFS data requirements and functionality for an IT member who is not 
usually involved with that software product. It also maintained the storage, indexing and 
retention of the Insurance Declaration documents in OnBase at the same level as before. This 
• 
project was an excellent demonstration of the belief that when we work together constructively 
and with an open mind we can achieve great results . 
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Appendix I - Escrow Mail Procedures 
Hazard Desktop Procedures 
Processing Hazard Invoices 
LPS P I' ' o 1c1es T ypes: 
Code Type Policy Type Covera1?e Type Payment Type 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
Homeowners H 6 
Flood w 6 
Additional Ins. A 6 
Earthquake Q 6 
Windstorm s 6 
LPS Hazard Screens: 
• HAZA - view insurance policies 
• HAZl - key various payees 
• HAZ7 - key to the same payee or list bills 
• HAZ8 - balance work(Batch/Group) 
• HAZR - requesting reports 
• USCH - Payee Search 
Interpreting codes used on the HAZlscreen: 
• ACT Field - ( C) Change, ( D) Delete 
• P Field - (6) Continuous policy, (7) Premium paid by borrower 
• Disbursement code - (C) check 
• Additional Premium (ADD Premium) - use to pay additional 
premium amount 
• 
• 
• 
Processing Various Payees - Single Ins. Invoices (HAZl) 
1. Go to the HAZl screen and enter mortgagor's loan number and press 
(Enter). 
2. In the Group field enter a Group Code starting with the letter H (e.g. HJl) 
3. Enter a code in the TYPE FIELD (e.g. 351- Hazard, 352 - Flood, see the 
LPS Policies Type table above). 
4. Verify that the Agent & INS Co. and policy number matches the invoice. 
Note: If the Agent & INS Co. does not match go the USCH screen to find the 
correct Payee. (See the Payee (USCH) procedures. 
S. Type the Due Date and Expires Date 
6. Type the Premium amount in the PREMIUM Field. 
7. Type (C) for change in the ACT Field. 
8. Type (C) for check in the DISB CD field. 
Note: The ADD Premium field is only used to pay additional premium 
amount and will be added to the existing premium amount. 
9. Press Enter 
Outcome: Information saved will appear in red . 
Note: Image paid invoices in Onbase as SV Insurance Invoices. Also, if a 
Declaration page was used to remit a payment image into Onbase as 
a SV Hazard Insurance Policy Dec . 
• 
• 
• 
ESCROW MAIL PROCEDURE 
Retrieve mail daily from the blue insurance bins for the Escrow area. Open mail each day 
and date stamp each document. Pull out any checks and distribute them to the 
appropriate person. Separate cancellations, invoices and declaration pages. (Note: If · 
declarations page is attached to an invoice, leave it together.) Cancellations should be 
processed first and given to Jeanette (green folder outside her office) Invoices should be 
processed second and filed by the date due in the invoice filing cabinet in Escrow 
Specialists - Jeanette ' s office, (after they are imaged), third process the declarations 
pages. Always image Insurance Invoices as SV Insurance Invoices and Insurance 
Declaration Pages as SV Hazard Insurance Policy Dec. 
Code the mail with the mortgagors' account number. The account number can be found 
by using the following steps: 
In LPS - go to LSCH to search. You can search by name or property address or 
mailing address. 
If you cannot locate the loan number by the customers ' name or address: 
In LPS - go to Loan Finder (binoculars icon) and there you can search by policy 
#, phone #, etc . 
As a last resort, you can go to AOD: 
In AOD - click on Mortgages (in left column) and then click Find- there you can 
search by the # ' sin the street address also. 
All insurance correspondence that cannot be located in the LPS, or the AOD SV system 
should be checked in the AOD SF system to see if it is a new loan purchased but not set 
up. If it cannot be located under either system, set aside check the system again at a later 
date when time permits. Write UTL (unable to locate) on document. 
Once you have found the correct loan number, code the insurance document with the loan 
number. Make sure to put the loan number for the 151 mortgage. Verify the dwelling 
amount of coverage is sufficient by checking the principal balance on the SERl screen 
on LPS (See Exhibit A). If the insurance document is a bill, it may not have this 
information. 
Verify that dwelling coverage on insurance document is more than or equal to the current 
principal balance. If it is not, then the dwelling coverage should cover the current 
principal balance minus the land value. The land value can be determined by checking 
the appraisal in the loan file on AOD. The site value can be found on Property Data Tab 
two. Also accept if there is full value replacement coverage. 
Also check indicator buttons on LPS as well to determine if the loan is an active loan we 
can pay premiums for. (See Exhibit B) 
• 
• 
• 
Paid in full- write loan# on and index only, we cannot pay these. 
Active FC - loan has been foreclosed. Write loan# on and also F/C and give to 
Jeanette to determine if she can pay or not. 
*If Active FC and has force placed insurance, these cannot be paid, so file only. 
*If Active file and has force placed insurance, we will need to contact the borrower 
and find out if they have changed insurance companies. Once verified give invoice 
to Shante. (Ifwe cannot get ahold of them, go ahead and give to Jeanette to pay). 
*If policy declaration page and/or invoice that we receive are different from what 
we currently show on LPS, we will need to contact borrower to verify change of 
insurance and get authorization to pay. First attempt to contact by phone, if unable 
to reach, send change of insurance letter. Be sure to advise mortgagor to return any 
refund they receive from their previous insurance company. All of this should be 
documented under HAZN. Make sure to document that you have advised the 
mortgagor to return any insurance refund to us. 
Insurance coverage is shown on the HAZl screen in LPS (See Exhibit C). On this 
screen you will look at the policy dates to make sure it hasn't already been paid and 
verify they are the same dates on insurance document. Look at the agent/insurance 
carrier area to make sure they haven't changed insurance. Verify policy#. (PFl 
will take you to different insurance policies 351 is homeowner's ins., 352 Flood, 353 
additional homeowners for condo owners, 355 wind and hail.) Sometimes the area 
that shows the insurance co will have the borrowers info instead, click PF6 to show 
insurance carrier. 
On the HAZl screen, enter the amount of coverage shown on the insurance 
document and also enter the deductible amount on HDED screen. To get to HDED 
from the HAZl screen, click on the blue drop down box and click on HDED. 
The deductible amount on the homeowners' or flood policy cannot be greater than $1000 
or 1 % of the face amount of the policy. 
Effective 08/13/07, we will accept hazard insurance policies with a deductible of $5,000 
or 5% of the face amount of the policy whichever is greater on loans that have proven 
good payment history and the loan is over 5 yrs. Good payment means no payments 
60 or more days past due within the last 24 months or no payments 30 or more days 
past due within the last 12 months. If it is a newer loan, it must have at least 12 
months of payment history to look at. 
If they do not have good payment history then we will only accept a higher deductible if 
they have a letter from insurance company stating this is the only deductible amount they 
will allow due to extenuating circumstances (prior clam record, etc.). If deductible 
amount is not within our guidelines, a deductible letter will need to be sent to the 
mortgagor. (ESO 15) 
• 
• 
• 
All loans in bond series 20, 21 and 22 must have earthquake coverage. Verify this on the 
declaration page. 
Verify the first mortgagee clause on all insurance documents to insure that it reads as 
follows: 
SC STATE HOUSING FINANCE AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
ISAOA/ A TIMA 
300-C OUTLET POINT BL VD 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29210 
If there is a problem with any insurance document, send notification as follows; if you are 
unable to get the insurance document corrected, please notify Program Assistant so she 
can follow up on the deficiency. 
Letters we use can be found on the PL02 screen. Press PFl to send letters, PF2 to look at 
list of current letters. 
First Mortgage Clause- ES001 - Use the 1st year mortgage change request letter. Fill in 
the appropriate information and mail or fax to the insurance company. Keep a copy of 
the mortgagee clause request form along with the fax confirmation received from the fax 
machine for our records in a pending file until it is corrected . 
l nadeguate Coverage - ES002 - Use this letter when the dwelling coverage amount on 
insurance policy is less than the balance due on the loan. 
Change of Insurance Letter - ES004 - Use this letter when the insurance information 
we receive in the mail is different than what the borrower has on the loan (found on 
HAZ 1 screen). This letter is used only when the above applies and there is an overlap of 
coverage. If the new policy effective date is the same as the expiration date on the policy 
on the loan, we will send a Basic Contact Letter asking if they changed insurance 
companies and requesting authorization to call. 
Name Change Letter - ES007 - This is sent when the last name on the insurance 
document is different than what we have on the loan. 
Deductible Letter - ES015 - This letter is used when the deductible on the insurance 
document is over $1000 and does not fall within the guidelines for a higher deductible 
that is explained on page 2. 
Do not Escrow Letter - ES051 - This letter is used when we receive an invoice to pay 
insurance that is not escrowed. Usually this will be on a condo loan or for a flood policy. 
Mail received that does not belong to our area should be forwarded to the appropriate 
department. 
• 
• 
• 
VARIOUS ESCROW MAIL: 
Insurance Invoices -To Jeanette. These will be filed by expiration date of the insurance 
policy and go in the 3rd drawer of her filing cabinet. She will have about 2 months of 
folders there. If the due date is before the date that starts in her drawer, that means she 
has already paid up to that date and those invoices should go in her red folder outside of 
her office. 
Cancellations - Jeanette - Green folder outside her office. Next to the date stamp, put 
the date and time they were given to her. 
Mortgage Payments - Stephanie 
Claim checks or letters - Stephanie 
Insurance Refund checks- Jeanette 
Returned checks - Diane Lee 
Property tax documents - Shante If they are business or development they go to Laura 
Nicholson in Development 
Force Placed Insurance checks - Jeanette 
Force placed Documents - Jeanette (Received from SWBC) 
Name and address changes - Kimberly Huggins 
Death and Personal Representative Certificate - Kimberly Huggins 
PMI checks - Go to Yvonne, unless they are small ones; those go to Ebone. PMI 
cancellations will be indexed only. Requests to cancel PMI will go to Ebone. PMI 
Delinquency report will go to Venita or Yvonne. Letters for payments due go to Ebone. 
Letters for claim losses go to Yvonne. 
Legal Foreclosure Documents - go to Deborah McAllister (next to Nathan) 
Leretta Reports - Shante 
MONTHLY DELINQUENT LOAN STATUS REPORT - Venita (last row) 
Draft set ups - Allison 
Commercial INS documents - If we cannot find in our system, they will go to 
Development. 
• 
• 
• 
Returned Mail - 1099' s go to Jena, 1098 ' s to Debbie, returned coupon books to Debbie. 
If you can tell who sent letter, give back to that person. Check LPS to see if we have a 
different mailing address than what was on envelope. 
*Never leave checks in an empty cubicle, make sure they are given to an actual 
person. If the person they go to is out that day, give them to someone else in that 
area, or give to Sherri to lock up . 
Incoming mail 
Current Insurance Declaration Procedure Appendix II 
Daily - Retrieve and open mail 
Separate Insurance Cancelations, 
Invoices and Declaration Pages 
NO 
NO 
NO 
• 
Process First 
Date Stamp with Received Date 
Look up Loan number in BKFS 
and write on document, verify 
information in BKFS, update 
where needed. 
Process 2nd 
Look up Loan number in 
BKFS and write on document, 
verify information in BKFS, 
update where needed. 
Process 3rd 
Give to Jeanette with 
date and time given 
---to her on document 
Send documents to 
Imaging for scan to 
OnBase with batch 
marked for return to you. 
Manually index batches in 
OnBase 
Send documents to 
1---..i 
Jeanette to process 
per procedures 
within regulatory 
timeframe 
File by due date in 
the Invoice Filing 
Cabinet. 
Image document into 
OnBase with any 
corresponding 
documentation for 
the cancelation. 
Manually index in 
OnBase 
Review/update insurance 
information in BKFS. 
Process for payment in 
BKFS per department 
invoice payment 
procedures. 
Perform any required post 
Look up Loan number in BKFS and Imaging for scan to processing, ie letters to 
., write on document, verify 
. 
OnBase Lfl insurance companies and/or 
information in BKFS, update where - Manually index borrowers 
needed. 
Refer to 
YES111i Escrow 
Procedures 
batches in OnBase 
---...... 
........ 
NOTES: 
At times invoices may need to be processed through the declaration page process or invoices 
or cancelation may end up in batch in error. Need to be able to flag for special processing 
and image to OnBase as actual document type. 
Needs to identify documents as to type of Insurance to facilitate matching to correct BKFS 
Insurance record. 
Types = Hazard, Condo, Earthquake, Wind and Hail, and Flood 
• • 
Insurance Declaration Batch 
Mail Room - Sort docum nts by type : 
Cancelations, Invoices, eclarations pages, other 
NO 
Follow specific document 
process ing procedures. 
• 
YES 
Proposed Insurance Declaration Procedure - Appendix Ill 
At times invoices may need to be processed 
through the declaration page process or invoices 
or cancelation may end up in batch in error. 
Need to be able to flag for special processing 
and image to On Base as actual document type 
Send documents to 
Imaging for scan to Kofax ----IM 
Run Insurance 
data export 
from BKFS 
Automated 
Automated 
Run 
Insurance 
data import 
to Kofax 
server 
Needs to identify documents as to type of 
Insurance to facilitate matching to correct BKFS 
Insurance record . 
Types= Hazard, Condo, Earthquake, Wind and 
Hail, and Flood 
User processes batch in 
Kofax Document Review 
1----- Module to verify 
document types 
User processes batch in Kofax 
Validation Module -Database 
lookup to match property 
address with Loan Number and 
Insurance Type Record 
Display needed data information 
from BKFS export, update required 
fie lds, add notes, follow up letter 
indicators and flag for On Base 
workflow specia l processing 
choices. 
i --Automated------------------~ 
Export Data to In BKFS Run BKFS 
BKFS macro file . macro file to import 
, data into BKFS 
OnBase workflow 
Export images to sends special 
-'"> 
OnBase fully ~ processing emails 
indexed -
-
with document 
.... 
~ 
attached . 
-
Export backup 
data to 
.. temporary text 
file (keep for 
45 days) 
• • 
Appendix IV - Samples of Insurance Documents 
Universal Property and casualty Insurance Company 
c/o Universal Risk Advisors 
Homeowners 
Declaration Effective 
01/11/2016 111 Ow. Commercial Blvd Suite 300 
ort Lauderdale, FL 33309 New Policy 
Toll Free: Boo-425-9113 
• 
Claims: 800-218-3206 Service: Contact your Agent Listed Below 
Policy Number FROM Pol Period TO INSURED BILLED A t Code 
1/11/2017 
RECE! 
JAN 11 20\6 
12:01 AM Standard Time 
Agent Name and Address 
Greene Insurance Agency 
741 Bultman Drive, #11 
· Sumter, SC 29150 
(803) 775-0423 
SC19734 
Basic Coverages Attached Endorsements 
,.;a:..u'.ll;'~~·" tJTI,ORrlY 
'!"'1Jsnn-aum ··c1•!(:: -------------
. r "·-r. "G·I= t 1 :,'1 P I (';~Jr\l ot, - Total Polley rem um 
Premium Premium Assessments / Surcharges MGA Fees/Policy Fees (Including Assessments & Surcharges) 
$456.59 $33.36 $0.00 · $27.69 $517.64 
location 001 
Townhouse/ Numbe,of Protection 
Form Construction Vear Aowhouse Families Occupied Class Territory BCEG 
H03 Masonry Veneer 2004 N y 4 485 99 
Dwelling Protective Device Cracits: Wind/Hail 
County Replacement Co6t Home Updated Burglar Fire Sprinkler Shutter Exclusion 
SUMTER V y None None N N N 
We will provide the insurance described in this pollcy in return for the premium and compliance with all applicable provisions 
of this policy. If we elect to continue this Insurance, we will renew this policy if you pay the required renewal premium for each 
successive policy period subject to our premiums, rules and forms then in effect. You must pay us prior to the end of the 
corrent policy period or else this policy will expire. 
Insurance ls provided only with respect to the following coverages for which a limit of liability is specttled, subject to all the 
conditions of this policy. 
COVERAGES•SECTIONI LIMITS PREMIUMS COVERAGES.· SECTION II 
Coverage -A- Dwelling $123,492 $456.59 Coverage ·E· Personal Liability 
Coverage -B- Other Structure Coverage -F- Medical Payments 
Coverage -C- Personal Property $61,746 
Coverage -D- Loss of Use . · $24,699 
NOTE: The portion of your premium for hurricane coverage is: $284. 75 
The portion of your premium for all other coverages Is: $232.89 
LIMITS PREMIUMS 
$100,000 $0.00 
$1,000 $0.00 
Section 1 .coverages subject to a minimum 2.00/o - $2,470 hurricane deductible per calendar year. 
Section 1 coverages subject to $1 ,000 non-hurricane deductible per loss. 
DESCRIBED LOCATION - The Described Location covered by this policy is at the above address unless otherwise stated: 
Tms POLICY CONTAINS A SEPARATE DEDUCTIBLE FOR 
HURRICANE LOSSES WIDCH MAY RESULT IN HIGH OUT-
OF-POCKET EXPENSES TO YOU. 
Flood coverage Is not provided by Unlversal Property and Casualty Insurance Company and Is not part of this policy. 
_s--g; 
Counteral nature Date Chiafxecutive 
UPCIC HO Dec 02 12 Printed Date: 1/5l2016 2:21 :16 AM 1 of 2 
• 
• 
• 
Universal Property and Casualty Insurance Company 
I 
c/o Universal Risk Advisors 
111 O W. Commercial Blvd Suite 300 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Toti Free: 80o-425-9113 
Claims: 800-218-3206 ! 
Declaration Effective 
01/11/2016 
New Policy 
Service: Contact your Agent Listed Below 
FROM Policy Period TO INSURED BILLED A ent Code 
1/11/2016 1/11/2017 12:01 AM Standard Time SC19734 
Mortgagee / Additional Interest 01 
SC State Housing Finance and Dev Auth 
ISAOA ATIMA Attn Mortgage Servicing 
300c Outlet Pointe Blvd 
Columbia, SC 29210 
046223033974 
llort11agee/Addltlonal Interest 01 
SC State Housing Finance and Dev Aulh 
ISAOA ATIMA Attn Mortgage Servicing 
300c Outlet Pointe Blvd 
Columbla, SC 29210 
046223033974 
Additional Interest 
MortgagH/Addltlonal Interest 02 
Agent Name and Addreas 
Greene Insurance Agency 
741 Bultman Drive, 111 
Sumter, SC 29150 
(803) nS-0423 
Mortgagee/AddHlonal Interest 03 
Polley Forms and Endorsements Applicable to this Polley 
NUMBE!R EDITIO_N 
H000030491 
UPCIC 03 33 07 08 
UPCIC 24SC 06 09 
UPCIC 23SC 04 09 
UPCIC 16 01 98 
H004960491 
D!SCRIPTlON 
Homeown81'8 3 Special Form 
Limited Fungi, Wet or Ory Rot, or Bacteria $10,000/$20,000 
Hurricane Dewctible 
Special Provisions • South Carolina 
Loss Assessment Coverage 
LIMITS PRl!MIUMS 
$456.59 
• 
UPCIC 04 90 04 91 (06-07) 
HO 044804 91 
UPCIC 10 01 98 (06-07) 
No Coverage for Home Day Gare Business 
Personal Property Replacement Cost 
Other Structures 
Existing Damage Exclusion 
Year Built Credit 
$1 ,000 
$61,746 
$12,350 
$83.36 
• 
WindslOrm Protective Devices 
MGAFee 
Flre Department Premium Tax 
($46.00) 
($50.00) 
$25.00 
$2.69 
COINSURANCE CONTRACT: THIS POLICY CONTAINS A CO-PAY 
PROVISION THAT MAY RESULT IN HIGH OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES TO 
YOU . 
TIiis ,wplacN all pn,vlousir Issued pollc!I' declaratlone, II any and Is subjact lo .U form• and endarum•nts anacflecl to lllis pallcy. 
UPCICHODec0212 PrlntedDale: 115/20162:21 :16AM 2of2 
• 
Allstate~ Relations Center 
PO Box 660649 
Dallas TX 75266-0649 
1ll'l''"11•"ll•1"•l11l1•1l•lll•l'1'1l'1•l•1'1'•111•l'll1'l''II 
SC STATE HSNG &·FINANCE DEV AUTH ISAOA ATIMA 
300 OUTLET POINTE BLVD STEC . 
COLUMBIA SC 29210-5652 · · · · ·;:· . . : · ; 
Allstate Indemnity Company Mortgagee Dec Summary 
Mortgagee Relations Center 
(972) 915-5254 
. nsured a~d Policr Information 
Loan Number: 
Insured Name: 
Insured Mailing Address: 
Property Address: 
Policy Effective Date: 
Policy Expiration Date: 
Document Produced: 
Payor Type: 
Annual Premium: 
Coverage 
Dwelling Protection 
Other Structures Protection 
• 
02/01/2016 
02/01/2017 
12/30/2015 
Renewal 
Mortgagee 
$1,040.32 
Limits of LlabUJty 
$137,331 
$13,733 
Policy Number: 
(please refer to policy n 
Control Number: 
Policy Type: 
Applkoble Deductlble(s) 
• $1,000 All peril 
• $1,000 All peril 
R.JBCEIVEIQ) 
JAN 1 l 2016 
S.C. STf\TE HOIJSl~!G AU-:1i0;:;ITY 
l\:OnTGAGE SERV1Ci:·::i 
Page1 of 2 
• 
• 
• 
Page 2 of 2 
Mortgagee Relations Center 
(972) 915-5254 
Policy documents 
• Landlords Package Policy • AS84 
• Pol icyholder Disclosure Notice of Terrorism Insurance 
Coverage-AP3337-3 
• Landlords Package Policy - Vandalism Coverage - AS134 
Mortgagee(s) 
• Landlords Package Policy· Burglary Coverage - AS13S· 1 
• Amendatory Endorsement- AP4838-1 
• South Carolina Landlords Package Policy Amendatory 
Endorsement AS99· 1 
, . ·. · .. . · 
First: SC STA TE HSNG & FINANCE DEV AUTH ISAOA ATIMA 
300C Outlet Pnte Blv, Columbia, SC 29210-5652 
Message(s) 
II> Please note: This is not a request for payment. Your bill will be mailed separately. 
11> Please note: This is .not a request for payment. 
If you have any outstanding or unpaid bills, please pay at least the minimum amount due to assure your policy continues in 
force. If you have any questions, please contact your agent. . ~· .. 
•, . . , . 
. . . ·.,· ... , '· . 
.. • .. ; . 
. ,:, 
. ~ • . . ': .. 
: . . .. ~ . 
• 1 
StateFann ,.;il\Gl,V I Dllll r ·nv IIIIIN _ ... ,.,. ~VllltfflllJ' 
.A. 11360Johna CrHk Parlcw11y 
~ .. Duluth, GA 30098-0001 
AT1 H-27· 132B·FA20 H W F 
007664 0001 
SC STATE HOUSING FINANCE 
& DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
ISADA/ATIMA 
ATTN: MTG SERVICING/ESCROW 
300 OUTLET POINTE BLVD STEC 
COLUMBIA SC Z9Zl0-5652 
.,,,1,11 1111111"lll'l•hl'•l'll11l'll1lm111''l11ll,l1l•'l1ll1l 
Insured: 
Location : 
Loll Settlement Provision• (See Polley) 
A 1 Replacement Cost • Similar Construction 
81 Limited Replacement Coat· Coverage 8 
Forms, Options, and Endonsements 
•
omeowners Policy 
ewelry and Furs $2,5001$5,000 
lnorease Dwlg up to $21.1,.600 
Ordinance/Law 10%/ ~10,800 
earthquake Exol Masonry Veneer 
Back-Up DwelVListad Property 
Homeowners Policy Endorsement 
Amendatory Endorsement 
Zone: 54 
FP-7955 
OPT JF 
OPT ID 
OPT OL 
FE-7300.4 
FE-5706.4 
FE-3524 
FE-2340 
ncncw1r111L ,wen 11r1,w"" 1 c 
omeowner. Po 1ay 
FE828 2016 to FEB282017 
PAID BY SPECIFIED PARTY 
Coverages and Limits 
Section I 
A Dwelling 
Dwelling Extension Up To 
8 Personal Property 
C Loss of Use 
Deductibles - Section I 
Other LoBSes 1/2% (MIN) 
Except 10% Earthquake 
Section II 
L Personal Liability 
Damage to Property of Others 
M Medical Payments to Others 
(Each Person) 
Annual Premium 
Premium Reductions 
Home/Auto Disoount 
Claim Record Discount 
Inflation Coverage Index: 216.2 
$108,000 
10,800 
81 000 
Actual Loss 
Sustained 
1,000 
$300,000 
500 
5,000 
$897.00 
409.00 
293.00 
f Please help us update the data used to determine your premium. Contact your agent with the year eaoh of 
~ your home's utilities (heating/cooling, plumbing, or electrical) and roof were last updated . 
.e. 
A ilmk/-.~113~F· /Jlt,~l/tll' &.&At~. 
- ~6~r- O"'-901 Al Agel\t HAL GIRARi5~lJ 
01~ Telephone (803) 359-5393 
IY l• i: ,. ~ . .-· I ' ·, -cE~--"c'"'D 
..,_ ..:Ll, ' ·.!L V ..._. jJ 
JAN ! 1 2016 
S.C. STATE HOUSIMG AIJTHORl1Y 
r.:GRTGAGE SERV1Cl~:G 
Moving? See your State Farm agent. 
See reverse for important information. 
REP Prepared JAN 06 2016 
• 
• 
• 
Polley: tiflcatlon 
Insured: 
Mortgagee/Add.Party: SC STATE HOUSING FIN -300-C OUTLET POINTE-COLUMBIA-SC-29210 
Insurance: QBE-One General.Drive-Sun Prairie-Wl-53596 
Carrier: PRAETORIAN INS CO 
Pol. Type: Homeowners 
Eff. Dte: 02/2812018 
~~: 1727¥1 ftlifWFi AGENCY-8407 FALLBROOK AVE STE 20 200-WEST HILLS-CA-91304 Pol. From: 02/2812016Pol. To: 02/28/2017 Total Polley Premium: 566.00 
PramlumAmount: 0.00 
End.No-PS-SC 
Loan#: 
Coyeca111 
·Dwftlllrig 
Personal Property 
Liability 
Notes! Dwellit\q at location 1 . n:ast. Id : 
COYft@Mi'rnt 
197,000 
118,200 
mm 
eovecaae 
Olher S11\1ctures 
Loss.of Use 
oonrrr 
~ .Clause 1: 1,000 
CPYl[IAt Amt 
19,700 This Is not an Invoice/BIii 
59,100 
2.000 
JAN ! 1 2016 
S.C. S 1111 t HOUSING AUIB0Rl1Y 
11:0RiGAGE SERVlCJNG 
• 
• 
• 
Appcndi, V - Data Mapping and Characteristics 
Requirements for data pull from BKFS for use in Kofax Validataion 
Export from BkFS Process: text file requires use of field names in first line 
"I" delimited text file 
File name= ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt 
File location = X:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Process ing\Datafiles for BKFS 
1 2 3 4 5 
Mortgagor First Mortgagor Last 
Property Street Address City Name Property Zip Code Loan Number Name Name 
This is the FIPS Numberic Field - no 
Sort Ascend ing County Code Field leading zero's 
11 12 13 14 15 
Borrower Cont.ict Bankruptcy Status Forclosure Status Loan Loss Mit 
Billing State Billing Zip Code Phone Number Code M Code Status Code 
21 22 23 24 25 
HAZARD INS COMPANY HAZARD COVERAGE HAZARD TYPE OF HAZARD 
6 
16 
26 
CODE HAZARD AGENT CODE AMOUNT DISBURSEMENT First Principal Balance PAYMENT CODE TYPE 
AKA current principal 
balance 
31 32 
HAZARD DISBURSEMENT HAZARD 
AMOUNT DISBURSEMENT DUE DATE 
Text field in BKFS, 
reformat as date 
mm/dd/yyyy 
7 
HAZARD COVERAGE TYPE 
There can be multiples 
per loan number. Need 
each as its own record 
17 
Loan REO Status Code 
27 
HAZARD DEDUCTIBLE 
AMOUNT 
Datasets Data Characterist ics and BKFS Layout lnformat ion_Dec Page Project 
• • 
8 9 10 
Billing Address Line Billing Address 
4 Line 3 Billing City Name 
18 19 20 
Payment in Full HAZARD POLICY 
Stop Code Process Stop Code NUMBER 
Remove leading 
spaces 
28 29 30 
HAZARD 
DEDUCTIBLE 
PERCENT 
HAZARD 
EXPIRATION DATE HAZARD TERM 
Text field in 
BKFS, reformat 
as date 
1 
• 
Requirements for data exported from Kofax to Access and BKFS 
Data exports from Kofax to Access as type 
Data for import into BKFS as type 
Pastian in Import for BKFS 
Sample Value 
CurrentHazPrem 
ID DocumentlD DocumentPath SVLoanNum FirstName LastName PolicyNumber DisursementType Coverage Type Amount 
Text - Kofax 
Text - Kofax generates, generates, 
sequential sequential Text/ 255 chars Text/ 10 Chars Text/30 chars Text/30 chars Text/20 chars Text/ 3 chars Text/ lchar Text 
Not Required Not Required Not Required Text/10 Chars Not Required Not Required Text/20 chars Text/ 3 chars Text/ lchar Not Required 
na na na 1 na na 12 2 23 17 
2162 2162 99999 JANE DOE EX410281351 351 H 857 .00 
CurrentDeductibleAmo NewlnsCompanyCod NewCoverageAm NewTypeofPaymentCod NewDeductibleA NewExpirationD NewDisburseme 
unt New CoverageType NewPolicyN umber e NewAgentCode aunt e mount ate ntAmount 
Text Text/ lchar Text/ 20 chars Text/ 5 char Text/ 5 char Text Text/ lchar Text Text/ 10 char Text 
Double Text/ 1 char Text/ 20 chars Text/ 5 char Text/ 5 char Double Text/ 1 char Double Text/ 10 char Double 
24 9 10 4 3 7 8 21 6 5 
500.00 H LF5464564 70001 70001 100000.00 6 1000.00 1/15/2015 500.00 
SendESOOl SendES002 SendES003 SendES004 SendES007 SendESOll SendES015 SendES016 SendES051 SendES033 
Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char 
Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char Text/ 1 char 
11 13 14 15 20 26 22 25 19 27 
Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null Y OR Null 
Data Sets Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 2 
• • • 
FlagNoteforProcessor 
Text/ 50 char 
Not Required 
na 
Any text string 
ComCode 004 
Text/ 6 char 
Text/ 6 char 
35 
Limit to List 
ComCode 033 
Text/ 6 char 
Text/ 6 char 
45 
Limit to List 
Datasets 
• 
LF-
CurrentlnsCoName 
Text/ 30 char 
Text/ 30 char 
16 
NAT SECURITY 
FIRE&CSLTY 
UCom 004 
Text/ 150 char 
Text/ 150 char 
36 
Any String 
UCom 033 
Text/ 150 char 
Text/ 150 char 
46 
Any String 
LF-NewlnsCoName 
Text/ 30 char 
Text/ 30 char 
18 
Text string - 50 chars 
ComCode 007 
Text/ 6 char 
Text/ 6 char 
37 
Limit to List 
ComCode 051 
Text/ 6 char 
Text/ 6 char 
47 
Limit to List 
PaidinFullDate ComCode 001 UCom 001 ComCode 002 UCom 002 ComCode 003 UCom 003 
Text/ 10 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char 
Text/ 10 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char 
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
4/1/2015 Limit to List Any String Limit to List Any String Limit to List Any String 
UCom 007 ComCode 011 UCom 011 ComCode 015 UCom 015 ComCode 016 UCom 016 
Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char 
Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char Text/ 6 char Text/ 150 char 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
Any String Limit to List Any String Limit to List Any String Limit to List Any String 
UCom 051 
Text/ 150 char 
Text/ 150 char 
48 
Any String 
W01d 
1 MCLREQ 
2 MTGctA 
3 DECPGE 
4 LTRSNT 
5 INSNEW 
6 NMECHG 
7 DEDLET 
8 PDFULL 
9 NOESC 
Data Ch aracterist ics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 3 
• • 
BKFS 
Go to Director 
GoToTools 
Goto 3270 Explorer 
Screen = Hazl 
Enter loan nu mber 
Notes 
Page will automatically default to 
351, 
Fl toggles to the next hne and will 
show the next policy 
disburseburment type for the 
Text file Field Name or Constant Value -·- ..,_, .. __ · -·- .. _ .. _ .. _ ...... , ., _ .. .... ,._, .. _ .. ., _ ,._ .,_ · - ol ;ao · -· ., _ · - ., _ ,. _ .. ___ ~ c.t, .. __. 
.,_ .;a-.., ,._ • .. o..ci, • -..•- • -- • - • - •- •- ;a -- •- •- a ...... • - • - • r• • a• [II.!!!! 
SVLoanNum 
D1sbu rseType _351to3SS Tr 
Typ = 
Act 
Agent 
borrower in order from 351 to 355 ,-•.n.,r ..... vo•• _____ ...,. ________ _,
1
. 
Act (Action ) defaults to "C" for this 
screen 
INSCO 
Expires 
Prem ium 
Coverage 
Policy Number 
Enter when all fields updated 
Data Characteri stics and BKFS l ayout lnformation_Dec Page Proiect 
• 
NewAgentCode 
NewlnsCompanyCode 
NewExpi ration Date 
f'JewAmoun t_Disburse 
NewAmountCoverage 
NewTypeofPaymentCode 
i.NewCoverageType 
NewPol icyNumber 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformat1on_Oec Page Project 
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f I 
Manual Entry process has users keying letters types associa ted with each screen once they have completed 
that screen I have followed that protocol here but thmk that doing them alt at the end would work JUSt as 
well Doing 1t their way the loan Number is pre-populated, not sure ,f 1t will be 1f all done at end. For this I am 
making the assumption that you would key in the loan Number 
If ESOOl, ES002, ES003, ES004, 
ES007, ESOSl a Y 
' .... ~ -;_: 
> •'- ,. ' ;; 
BkFS 
Keystroke= HOME key on keyboard 
PL03 
Enter letter-ID or letterset 
Enter Loan Number 
Number of Copies 
MTGR Lang Pref Override 
Enter when all fields updated 
UOSS. Policy Number 
For ES002, ES003 and ES007 once you hit 
enter the letter will generate/print since it 
has no other user field s 
. 
;'.-~, ... ~ .,,L...;:. <...L,...,/1,...,,. ,_ _.....,,.._.._ ..;.. '...i.; .il;i 
BkFS 
Keystroke= HOME key on keyboard 
PL03 
Enter letter-ID or letterse t 
Enter Loan Number 
Number of Copies 
MTGR Lang Pref Override 
I 
I 
Notes 
If SendES001 = Y 
If (NewPolicyNum] Is 
NotNull then 
(NewPolicyNum] else 
[PolicyNumber] 
Notes 
IF SendES002 = Y 
IF SendES007 = Y 
IF SendES003 = Y 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page ProJect 
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I 
Text file Field Name 
SendESOOl 
PolicyNumber 
Text file Fteld Name 
ScndES002 
ScndES003 
SendES007 
or Constant Value 
N 
or Constant Value 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 
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Enter when all fields updated 
BKFS 
Keystroke= HOME key on keyboard 
PL03 
Enter Letter-ID or Letterset 
Enter Loan Number 
Number of Copies 
MTGR Lang Pref Override 
Enter when all fields updated 
U014. Current Insurance Company Name 
UOS3. Hazard Premium Amount 
U014. Current Insurance Company Name 
U003. New Insurance Carrier 
U004. New Insurance Payment Amount 
U003. New Insurance Carrier 
BKFS 
Keyst roke= HOME key on keyboa rd 
PL03 
Enter letter-to or Letterset 
Enter Loan Number 
Number of Copies 
MTGR Lang Pref Override 
Enter when all field s updated 
UOS4. Do Not Escrow 
U014. Current Insurance Company Name 
Since there are no user entry fields 
these letters wlll generate once 
you have performed the Enter 
keystroke 
Notes 
IF SendES002 = Y 
Notes 
IF SendESOSl = Y 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 
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Text file Field Name 
SendES004 
LF-CurrentlnsCoNa me 
Cu rrentHazPremAmount 
LF-CurrentlnsCoNa me 
LF-NewlnsCoName 
NewAmountCoverage 
LF-NewlnsCoName 
Text file Field Name 
SendES051 
or Constant Value 
N 
or Constant Value 
N 
D1sburseType_3S 1 to355TransType 
LF-CurrentlnsCoName 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Oec Page Project 
• • 
IF [DisburseType_351to355TransTypeJ = 351, IF [CoverageType) = C, Value= "Condominium" 
Else IF (CoverageType) = H, Value= " Homeowners" 
Else If [CoverageTypeJ = F, Value= "Forced Placed" 
Else Abort{Do not Print thi s letter ) 
IF [DisburseType_35lto355TransType] = 352, IF (CoverageType) "W, Value = " Flood~ 
Else Abort(Oo not Print thi s letter ) 
IF [DisburseType_35lto355TransType] = 353, IF (CoverageType) =A, Value= "Additional" 
Else Abort{Oo not Print thi s letter) 
IF (DisburseType_35lto355TransType] = 354, IF (Coverage Type)= Q, Value= "Earthquake" 
Else Abort(Oo not Print this Letter) 
IF [DisburseType_351to355TransType] = 355, IF (CoverageTypeJ "S, Value " "Storm(Wind & Hail)" 
Else Abort(Oo not Print thi s Letter) 
Then go to Windows 
BKFS Notes Text file Field Name 
From Dropdown list select : 
HOED 
Deduct ible Amount NewDeduct1bleAmount 
Enter 
Data Characteri stics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page ProJect 
• 
or Constant Value 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 
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Go to PL03 
BKFS 
Keystroke= HOME key on keyboard 
PL03 
Enter letter-ID or Letterset 
Enter Loan Number 
Number of Copies 
MTGR Lang Pref Override 
Enter when all fields updated 
U013. Freeform 
Enter 
From active window Keyboard= Home key, enter PL03, enter 
Notes 
IF SendESOlS = Y 
OR 
IF SendES016 = Y 
Text file Field Name 
SendESOlS 
SendES016 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 
• 
or Constant Value 
N 
Data Characteristics and BKFS Layout lnformation_Dec Page Project 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
Appendix VI - Project Status Report 
SC SC State Housing Development and Finance Authority 
PROJECT STATUS - Final 08/17/2015 
1. General Project Information 
* Project Name: 
Project Leader: 
Team Members (Full): 
Sub-Team Members: 
. * Project Timeline 
Task 
Project Exploration Meeting 
Define Scope and Priorities 
Kofax Recognition and Extraction for Servicing 
Donna Fletcher (IT) 
Mark Phipps, Lisa Rivers, Sherri Miller, Debbie Plato, Rene Shaw, Nina 
Carpenter, Todd Sipos, Shante Edmunds, Kim Huggins, Ebornf! Gadson, 
Jeanette Johnson, Jeana Kuntz, Mark Rich , John Steiner, Venita Cannon, 
Jill Moore, Ray Prater, Alison Salene. 
Donna Fletcher, Sherri Miller, Debbie Plato, Kim Huggins 
Expected Actual % 
Who Start End Complete Complete 
Full Team 8/14/2013 8/14/2013 8/14/2014 100% 
Full Team 10/18/2013 10/18/2013 10/18/2013 100% 
Decision to start with Escrow Insurance Declaration pages and Invoices - due to volume. Sample gathering for 
recognition started. A Default and Preservation project will be explored later. 
Current Procedure Review, Sub Team 3/4/2014 3/21/2014 3/21/2014 100% 
Define Batch Types. 
1 Batch class defined, 5 Doc Types defined , 3 for Dec pages, 1 for cancelations and 1 for Invoices. 
Kofax Project Planner - create IT 4/1/2014 5/31/2014 5/31/2014 100% 
doc recognition module 
Kofax Project Builder - create IT 6/1/2014 7/31/2014 11/15/2014 100% 
validation for the different doc 
types and possibly layouts 
Kofax Capture Module - create IT 8/1/2014 10/31/2014 12/10/2015 100% 
batch class 
Create Access database to IT 10/1/2014 01/13/2015 3/2/2015 100% 
facilitate data from and to 
BKFS. Create macro script to 
facilitate data load to BKFS. 
IT and User Testing and Sub Team 12/15/2014 2/6/2015 3/2/2015 100% 
project adjustments 
Move Project from test to IT 2/9/2015 2/19/2015 3/2/2015 100% 
Production/ Testing 
Develop User Procedures for IT 1/15/2015 2/19/2015 3/2/2015 100% 
Process/Install Kofax 
Test BKFS script in IT & Sub Team 2/23/2015 2/27/2015 3/2/2015 100% 
Kofax/OnBase production with 
hand-picked live documents 
Add new letter fields/test IT & Sub Team 3/2/2015 3/13/2015 3/13/2015 100% 
(Requested during testing) 
Add new comment IT & Sub Team 3/2/2015 6/04/2015 5/31/2015 100% 
fields/test/move to production 
(Requested durinQ testing) 
Live User Testing Period IT & Sub Team 6/9/2015 7/15/2015 7/20/2015 100% 
(production) 
Collect data on how long Escrow Staff 7/15/2015 8/7/2015 8/3/2015 100% 
current process takes 
Follow-up period and project IT & Sub Team 6/24/2015 8/7/2015 8/17/2015 100% 
review meeting 
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Project Progress Notes 
3/22/2014 - Batch Types will be= Dec Pages - Scan before any processing , document reconition and validation with LPS, 
extraction, output to OnBase, value updates output to LPS. Cancellations - Scan after processing , extract borrower info to 
determine loan number keyword for OnBase. Output image only. Single Invoices - Scan after initial LPS review, extract 
borrower info to determine loan number keyword for On Base, file in proper folder by payment month. List Bill Invoice - Scan 
before any processing, document reconition and validation with LPS, extraction , output to OnBase, value updates output to 
LPS 
6/16/2014 - Document recognition piece has been confiqured to recognize the various dee page layouts of which there are 
approximately 40. Design of validation and extraction process has begun for these. Data set for extraction is currently being 
created by Mark and Craig. There will be a slight pause in forward progress for the next 45 to 60 days while IT migrates file 
shares and sql databases for some our major programs to new servers. 
8/4/2014 - Due to priorities in other program areas (Server Migration) very little progress has been made on this project in the 
last 45 days. Mark and Craig have now provided me with an extraction set. The goal is to start shifting focus back on the 
validation and extraction design before the end of the month . 
9/5/2014 - Design of validation forms and extraction/lookup process is contining . Have been working with Debbie on BKFS 
field groupings and placement. 
10/3/2014 - Design of validation forms and extraction/lookup process is making progress. BKFS information and update fields 
have undergone some adjustments based on further information from Debbie and Kim . These changes are now reflected on 
the validation forms. 
11/5/2014 - Database lookup functionality and multiple record returns encountered some challenges but is working . Final 
autofill set is now being developed for this process. Basic validation form design for Insurance Declaration pages is completed 
as is the basic batch class. Currently adjusting both for desired functionality. Next step will be development of the the desired 
output. The image output to OnBase will be fairly standard and issues are not expected here. Developing the output/upload 
process to LPS from the Kofax side will be the more time consuming task but methodology is currently under discussion and 
• 
evaluation. Expect that before the end of the month users will be able to to begin the testing and feedback process. 
~---------------l 
12/2/2014 - Recognition and Validation design are mostly complete. Currently working on data output files to BKFS using an 
Access database as an intermediary data collection step to faciliate the various data requirements for both systems in the 
creation of the database lookup file for Kofax and for the data export from Kofax that will be uploaded in BKFS. Image output 
cofiguation is complete . A user review/testing session is scheduled for December 17, 2014. 
1/2/2015 - Recognition and Validation design are complete , Capture Batch class creation is complete , all export connectors 
have been configured. Currently working on data output files from Access to text file , configuring the reports from access. The 
Access process will also output a report that shows all Processor Notes entered during the Kofax Validation Module and a 
listing of Letters to Borrowers that were requested during the process. Mark and Craig are using the text file to script a data 
entry macro for use in uploading data to BKFS. User will launch macro from within BKFS. 
A few modifications are currently being made to the process that were requested by users during the Deember 17th user 
review session and on Dec. 31 st during a screen/keystroke discovery session with Kim. 
We expect the BKFS Upload macro process, the Access Database and additional user testing to occur to be completed during 
January. Testing may continue into February if needed or additional changes are needed. Once the testing phase has been 
completed and signed off on by Servicing Leadership the project will be moved to Production and user documentation will be 
created. 
2/4/2015 - The macro script to load data updates into BKFS is approximately 95% complete . User procedures for the process 
are 90% complete. Final adjustments should be made later this week. The OnBase portion has been moved to production and 
has been tested . Kofax portion of project should be moved to production next week. Once that is complete Kofax will be 
installed on the users pc's and final testing and training will occur. 
IT will provide Escrow with a list of documents we would like to use for validating the script upload into BKFS. These batches 
will load images into OnBase for final verifiction that image delivery, keyword values and workflow actions are being handled 
appropriately by both Kofax and On Base. Data changes will be uploaded into Access and BKFS to validate field accuracy and 
letter and Notes Report creation . These will need to be unprocessed current documents. 
Once this testing is complete and any necessary adjustments made to both test and production solutions users will need to 
complete a few more mock batches in the Kofax system to further familiaize themselves with the process and with the 
procedures guide. Data and images from these batches will not be loaded into OnBase or BKFS . • .____ _________ ~ 
Project Status Template 2 
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3/5/2015 - Production level user testing was conducted the week of 2/23/2015. Several issues with the upload to BKFS and 
Kofax interface were corrected and/or improved. Users requested another letter type and data field be added to the process for 
paid off loans. These fields have been added and testing will be conducted to ensure correct functionality during the next week. 
Users also requested a that fields be added to insert standard and non-standard letter comment fields into BKFS. A discovery 
meeting for this will be held 3/6/2015. Go live will also be discusssed at this meeting . A decision will be needed if the users will 
start using the process before or after the letter comments additions are ready. The estimated date for the addtion of the 
comment process to be completed for this would be 3/31/2015. 
4/2/2015 - Discovery for the letter comment codes and user comments was moved to 3/20/2015 at the request of Servicing . 
These changes have now been added to the Kofax Test system , test batches run by IT and a new file has been generated for 
use in the BKFS upload scripting process. IT is currently working to add the new fields to the upload file . Once that has been 
worked out the changes will be moved to Kofax production and final user testing with data upload in BKFS will be held . After 
any final adjustments are made IT will update process documentation to reflect any changes and will create several practice 
batches for the users to increase their process familiarity . Project should be able to go live once the users feel they are ready. 
They estimate that this will only take a few practice batches since they are somewhat familiar with it already. 
5/12/2015 - Due to issues with the Kofax production server final testing had to be moved out a few more weeks. Server issues 
have been resolved and the letter comment changes have been moved to the production enviroment. Final script adjustments 
and testing are currently underway in IT. User testing with the production batch class will be scheduled during the week of 
5/25/2015. Adjustments if needed , user practice batches and go live will follow right beh ind successful testing . User procedure 
doucmentation is currently being updated to include the most recent changes . 
6/10/2015- Final Testing Phase was begun on 6/8/2015. As of this report all known issues have been resolved . Debbie Plato 
will continue to run small batches for the next two weeks . She will be running in a "test mode" in BKFS prior to letting the script 
actually update the data. This is necessary as we have not had data to update and/or letters to print for each of the document 
types yet so some update fields have not been fully tested . The process also creates an Excel file for users should they need to 
verify data was updated in BKFS. Deborah is also tasked with collecting data on the amount of time the new process takes .. 
This data will be used to help determine the effectiveness of the new process so we can determine if we should move forward 
with other similar processes in the Servicing department. The entire team will participate in a Feedback/Lessons Learned type 
meetinq so we can share our thoughts on the project and the process. 
7/08/2015 - Production Testing is ongoing. We have worked out a few small hiccups during the past few weeks . The majority 
of fields being in uploaded into BKFS for the 351 type have been tested . There are 2 data fields and several letter types that 
have not been due to the situation in which they are used not arising as of yet. The 352, 353, 354 and 355 types have not seen 
as much activity since they are lower volume types. I will continue to monitor batches weekly until all fields have been tested . 
Backup processes were created so that if a batch should fail for some reason the data that needs to be sent to BKFS can be 
easily re-created . This process has been tested as well. Shante is scheduled for training in this process on July 21 51 and a 
feedback/follow-up meeting is scheduled for August i h IT technical documentation has also been created . 
8/17/2015 - Project follow-up meeting was held on 8/7/2015. Team was very pleased with the results. The combination of the 
Kofax process and Debbie's re-alignment of her processes have resulted in a time savings of about a day and a half per week. 
There are still several letters and comment codes associated with the Hazard Insurance document that we have not had an 
opportunity to test in BKFS as well as data, letter and comment codes for Flood, Condo, Earthquake and Wind & Hail 
document types . IT will continue to update this list at least monthly from batch data and provide an updated list to Debbie and 
Shante. We have had an opportunity to test the backups that were built into the project in the event that a network interruption 
caused a process failure at any point. Recovering the data that needed to go into BKFS took about an hour and worked as it 
was designed to. The full team will meet on 8/28/2015 to review each servicing department's high volume or heavy manpower 
items and work toward a decision on where we need to focus our efforts next. 
Project Risks, Issues and Resolution Tracking 
Possible Risk: Project has zero budget except for man hours. 
Resolution: Low risk. Solution design should be able work within this constraint. 
Possible Risk: Project will be functionally successful but will not realize expected time savings. 
Resolution: Acceptable risk . 
Possible Risk: BKFS system does not have a test system that can be used to test the data upload macro. 
Resolution: Mark can code user controls into the macro for use during testing that allows pause after each update for user 
verification . 
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Possible Risk: Network or system connectivity issues could cause occasional failed batches. Design needs to include easy 
methods for recreating any part of the process. 
Resolution : The existing structure of our Kofax allows for restoring any images that might fail to export to On Base. An achival 
test file export would be designed to capture data from each batch processed . This could then be restored in the passthrotugh 
Access database and the BKFS macro file re-created . 
Project Status Template 4 
Append ix YI I - User Process Guide 
Escrow Dec Pages - Kofax to BKFS Processing Guide 
• Document Location Kofax_BKFS Processing\Escrow Kofax to BKFS Processing Guide.doc 
I. Process Preparation 
1. Export Data from BKFS 
2. Import/Export Process for Auto-fill Set 
II. Batch Preparation 
1. Paper 
2. Coversheet 
111. Kofax Processing 
1. Batch Type = Escrow Insurance Declarations 
A. Kofax Document Review 
B. Kofax Validation 
C. Online Learning Module 
• IV. Post Processing 
1. Batch Type= Escrow Insurance Declarations 
A. Access Database: Export, Print Letter Listing and Notes List 
B. Launch Script in BKFS 
• 
1 
• 
• 
• 
Process Preparation 
1. Export Data from BKFS 
Instructions for Passport Query & Export 
Passport Navigation 
1) 
2) 
Click on your LPS Portal Icon to bring up the Director application. 
In the Applicat ion Tree (on the left) click on Passport 
LENDING PORTAL 
.11 1ia Lending Portal fl) Passport 
? MSP Navigator 
fi Preferences 
3) In the Application Tree (on the left) click on second Passport item 
4) Click on P730 
5) Click on Browse 
j LENDING PORT Al 
.. 171 lending Portal 
11) Director 
, ID Passport 
Passpo 
..J Results 
MSP Navioator 
Finding Enter rise Level Queries 
Initial Screen: 
~ Lending Portal 
~ Director 
. ~ LPS iOisburse 
• (t Passport 
• !:J Passport 
I> PMZY 
> __.j ppzy 
P730 
file fdit Windows R&ilts !:!tip 
Pl'"~wCovnt 
Browse Que,~;•_• -----~ 
Subooc!A<•• jPORTFOUO 
Filte11 
f Personal r. Erterpu$e 
Que,_, Names 
1) Optional : Close Application Tree {Left Side) 
2) Click on More button 
P730 
... r AN 51.btect Areas 
Aet11eve j 
Level 
2 
Que, 
I 
tion Que,, Detail lnfon11attol'I 
2 
• 
• 
• 
C,eator Z'r'MPJ 
Nome 
Que11 Names 
LOCdlm j 
3) Uncheck CREATOR check box 
4) Click on ENTERPRISE radio button 
5) Click on RETRIEVE button 
list of Enterprise Level Queries are displayed: 
file _Edit Windo w s Besult s .t:te lp P73 0 
Preview Count ii), ,; ~4- C.:J • .,. Cf) 
Bl"owse Quenes 
level 
SubJect Area rjPO_R_T_F_O_L-10------~~ r All S ubJect Areas 
Fi l1e r-s 
r Pe rson a l 
Query N a mes 
~ Ente rp nse M o re_J R e tneve 
Level 
ESCR PAID IN FULL MAILING ADDRESSES E 
ESCR PENDING MATURITY E 
ESCR CONDO LOANS E 
Que,, Detail lnfom11ttion 
Query ln l o,-mation l 
I 
OD Monday, January 26, 2015 Logoff 
Query De t ail 
Informa tio n 
Query Na m e 
Query Id 
F O RC FORECLO S URE R M OVALS 
6632 
Query Type REGULAR 
B ackground and U sage 
R e la ted Reports 
B u s in ess E le m e nts LOAN NUMBER F C STATU S CODE . FC 
o nATi= i=-r oi=- t-.Af""l\t/\ t rnni= i=r o i= I\C::l""I M rnni=-
ESCR DPA REPAYABLE LOANS WITH NEXT PAYME E 
ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPOR~ E 
ESCR OVERAGE LESS THAN 50 E 
I
~======= 
_ Query List 
Running the Query - No Modifications to Selection Criteria Needed : 
Launch 
Results 
Eile .Edit Windows 
Prev,ew Count 
I~ .,-11 Resul ts I ~ 1 ._ ______ _ 
• lil' , ;,- r:: -- ~ m 
Brow se Queries 
Sub1ect Area rl P_O_R_T_F_O_ L-10-------i_J~ 1 All SubJect Areas 
Filters 
1 Personal 
Query Names 
re- Enterprise More 
ESCR PAID IN FULL MAILING ADDRESSES 
ESCR PENDING MATURITY 
ESCR CONDO LOANS 
Retrieve 
Level 
E 
E 
E 
ESCR DPA REPAYABLE LOANS WITH NEXT PAYMEI E 
ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT 
ESCR OVERAGE LESS THAN 50 
ESCR YTD INTEREST 
FCLS SALES BY DATE RANGE 
E 
E 
E 
Query Information Query Detai l Information 
Query Name 
Query Id · 
Query Type 
ESCR HAZARD IN S URANCE INFO EX PORT 
6291 
REGULAR 
Background and Usage . 
Related Reports : 
Business Elements: LOAN NUMBER. PROPERTY STREET 
DDRESS. CITY NAME. MORTGAGOR FIRST NAME. 
MORTGAGOR LAST NA ME. HAZARD COV ERAGE TYPE. BILLINC 
DDRESS LI NE 4. BILLING ADDRESS LINE 3. BILLING CITY 
From the list of queries, select the query you want to launch, you may have to scroll down to find the one you need. Select ESCR 
HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT by clicking on it. After selecting the query, simply click on the LAUNCH button. After the query is 
launched, click on the RESULTS icon to see the query results {See Results Section below). 
3 
After the lAUNCH button is clicked, you will have 7 seconds to cancel the transaction by clicking Cancel on the pop up window if 
• needed: 
1, 
Query Executing 
Query Launch in Progress. 
Select Cancel to End the Query. 
![ Cancel ::::! 
Working with Results: 
To get to the Results window, either click on the RESULTS icon or clicking on the menu item Results then View Results List. 
file fdit W,ndows 
Preview Count 
fl 11P r 11 N ~ m P .. 
Results 
Icon ------
PBo -
Retrieve J 
I PVP I 
Que ry lnfon 
Query Name: 
Query Id: 
. After the query is launched, and the Results button is clicked. If the status of the launched query is QUEUED or INPROCESS, Click on 
the Refresh icon to recheck the status. You may have to do this several times. When the status is changed to READY, the query has 
completed and you may review the results. 
~I.ML ~ t " IUfK.ld)', JCIIIUCIIY LO, £V.I.:, L. 
Folder ~ Passport 
file Bepo rt Uti lit ies J:ie lp :.'I Befres h P73 0 
Ava il a bl e Results 
Query Name Launch Date Num Rows Num ~ 
READY ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INF 01 /2 6 /2015 12:21 :40 7885 31 No 
To view the results, double-click on the results line. This will open up the query . 
• 
4 
Saving the Query to a Text File: 
• While the query i opened, click on Report. 
• 
file .B.epo 
Results List 
Section 1 of 2 ' ---+ P730 
ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT 
LOAN NUMBER 
.. 
PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS 
3155 KIM ST 
0000000012 
0000000032 
0000000034 
1171 LAWHORN RD 
207 DUN N AVE 
32 BUR LINGTON CIR 
From Reports, click on Spreadsheet Manager. 
Choose option 4. Create Results Text File(:) . 
....J Tools-Content~ Director )( t) Pds,oort x 
Eikt Beport UUlit1es: t:telp 
R e sults Lisi 
Section t of 1 
ESCR HAZARD IN SV~CE INFO EXPOR~T~---
PHO 
LOAN NUMOER PROPCRTY '>IREET ADDRESS CITY NAME. 
0000000012 
0000000032 
00000000~4 
00000000~6 
0000000041 
OOOOOOC:,Ob'-' 
00000000b I 
00000000 3 
OOOOOOOOG7 
0000000069 
000000007'.t 
0000000074 
0000000071:1 
0000000092 
000000010, 
00000001 J 1 
0000000119 
0000000121 
heel Operation 
Excel Op1t0n 
r I l:xpor1 to Lxcul and Opon uccol 
r 2 Cr8ale Wo,kbook Only 
r 3 CfeJ te Jlesuns Te• t Fite (Tab) 
CITY NAME 
DALZELL 
CASSATI 
CAMDEN 
BURTON 
Next you will save the document to the correct location. 
MORTGAG~ 
FlnST NAMC MOR" 
BRENDA Hfl'= 
LAARr THO• 
SAHDRA Wlet. 
HAROLD OM[ 
LOW.O,.NNA TURI-
CUl'.{TIS CON~ 
HlNA Y HlJGI 
GEOl-tOf 8Em 
VAlfR IE lOPf 
OELOAFS CHM 
JE.ANNIE MC()! 
LINDA 51M'i, 
CHR1ST0Ptt£ MALL 
VIAGIN1A AOO 
SHAWN MOSI 
WHllf 'rOUt 
JEf.F-Fl:(:Y FO~( 
!:'.OW.A.AO 81.At 
BlllY MCCJ 
Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for BKFS. 
• 
Do not change the file name. 
·f-.. 
• D.1.1,, .... 
............ 
• O.U-top 
.... l .. __ 
.... ..-
..... 
...... ,._ 
··-a Ji..ci- 0.-.. ....,Mi 
<-....r ... 
..,i:.-.o..wllt(111....,. 5 51~ "'' ' ""' ""4-
Mi.AZAAO~N'OVO'OfT ""· • U re"', -"' 
••- MH41NlDH\tlltl.NCflNFOf~ 
k\'l!•tvN l•'*-*1·-.1111) _______________ _ 
·--
"'' 
.  
..... 
MORTGAGOR 
FI RST NAME 
BRENDA 
LARRY 
SAN DRA 
HAROLD 
MORTGAGOR LAST NAM E 
NELSON 
THOMPSON SR 
WICKER 
BAKER JR 
If you receive this message select Yes. 
Confirm Save A,-. 
SYS HAZARD INSURANC E INFO EXPORT.txt already exists. 
Do you want to replace it? 
~-Y_es_~J [-_N_o __ 
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2. Import/Export Process for Auto-fill Set 
Open the Access database 
Processing.accde located i 
: • • f I I I • • op. This opens your individual copy of Escrow_Kofax 
Kofax_BKFS Processing. 
Click on Box 2. This step will take the text file created in Passport during Step 1 and convert the data for use by Kofax and 
create a text file ex ort that will save the reformatted text file SVEscrowAutofill.txt in 
BKFS KofaxProcessin . 
Before processing Kofax Batch - SVEscrow_lnsurance Declarat ions 
1. Run the "ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT" in Passport. 
file - ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt and stores it in 
Kofax_BKFS Processing. This data is then imported into the database table BKFS_SYS 
HAZARD INSURANCE INFO. The data is then re-configured in qry_SVEscowAutofill and exported out to 
BKFS_KofaxProcessing on the Kofax server. 
2. Click here to import data from BKFS and create export to Kofax Escrow Process 
The process will take a minute to run. When it is complete you will receive the following message. Select OK . 
Microsoft Access 
Import/Export Process is complete 
OK 
6 
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Batch Preparation 
1. Paper 
For Kofax Batch Class= SVEscrow_lnsuranceDeclarations the paper in the batch should consist of documents are used to review 
current policy information and are usually stored in On Base as: 
SV Hazard Insur. Policy Dec. 
SV Flood Insurance Policy 
SV Wind and Hail Insurance 
The Cancelation and Invoice paper types will also be recognized by this batch class when needed. In this batch class they should 
be processed as Declarations but they will save in On Base as the actual type that they are. Further options for these document 
types will be discussed later in this document. 
All staples should be removed from the documents before sending to scan. 
Only one policy per page can be processed. 
If you need to make copies of small sheets please use the Enlarge feature on the copier. This will aid in document recognition 
within Kofax. 
2. Coversheet 
A batch cover sheet for the Kofax batch is located in the 
Kofax Escrow Batch Cover Sheet.pdf 
\Kofax_BKFS Processing folder: 
The coversheet may be completed online and then printed or printed and then filled out . 
Kofax Escrow Batch Cover Sheet 
DO NOT SCAN THIS COVERSHEET WITH THE BATCH 
Batch N.1me 
Select the Batch Name 
Prepared By- Preparer' s Name - if the 
scanner has questions this is who they will 
contact. 
~---- - - ----~ S•i.<:t F-1 r 1. SVEscrow_lnsurance Dectarauons 
r 
t>( Simplex (Kof;u Ellgibility@JOO OP!) 
:r Ouplex (Koln .... ,. • .,..,.. OPI) 
X Block ond White 
Color • Full Botch 
Color - P.1rti o1I Batch 
Document Otsposttion 
[>( Sc.1n and Retain for Disposit ion 
I Scan and Return 
See 
G:\Homoownorshop\Kofox_BKFS 
Processmg\Escrow Kotax to BKFS 
Processing Guide 
for complete processing 
instructions 
EJ D ~"'-·_-_ ... _"_"·~ 
s,,.ct.i HIMnKtlon• to 
.... _ 
D Sc:anMCi tJ 
Select the Format - if pages have print on 
both sides of paper select Duplex. 
Select Black and White for Color Settings 
Select Scan and Retain for Disposition unless 
you need a particular batch returned to you . 
Complete the following fields: 
# of Documents 
# of Pages 
Submitted Date 
Special Instructions to Scanner - complete 
only if there is something atypical in the 
batch that the scanner needs to be aware of. 
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Kofax Processing 
1. Batch Type= Escrow Insurance Declarations 
A. Kofax Document Review 
After your batch has been sent to imaging and you have allowed for time for it to be scanned open Kofax Capture Batch 
Manager. Go to your Windows Start Button/ All Programs/ Kofax Capture/ Batch Manager. 
Java Web Start 
Koda k 
Kofax Capture 9.0 
Kofax Transformation 
Logitech 
Maintenance 
Select the Batch you wish to process by clicking on it once. 
Crute Delete Unrtjtd Unreject Batch Class Batch 
log All Selected Update Properties 
Edit 
Kofax Capture 9.0 
~ Administration 
API Reference Guide 
'' Batch Manager 
Cv ...,,..,,+ 
Name Class Date & Time Queue statk>n 10 Priority 
• 
SVEscrow Jnsurance Declarations 3q3 ljl0/2015 7 Si 38 AM S\•Escro vJnsut :mce Declara~rons 1/1612015 7 57 4.:'. AM t TM C•o•ument Pev1e•o1,1 Pead~ AUTRY 5 
While on the Home tab select the Process Icon 
View 
Create r cmove 
Log ... ,cess 
Name 
Delete Unreject l 
All 
SVEscrow_Insurance Declarations 393 1/16/2015 7:57:38 AM 
The Document Review Module will open. In this step you will see what items were not recognized by the Recognition Module. 
Recognition is affected by several factors - quality of original document being chief among them. The number of samples that were 
• 
used to train a particular company's document also impacts recognition. For some we only had one and for some there weren' t any 
available at the time. Number of documents to train also affects recognition for documents with multiple pages. For this batch class 
Kofax Online learning was setup to help recognition improve over time. Further explanation for this will be found later in this 
document. 
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When Document Review opens all documents that it was unable to recognize or the recognition threshold is set at a higher 
confidence level than the project settings require will show in expanded view with an orange background . 
Blitch View DoclJTlef't Page Problem Opti:>ns HetJ 
BI Di!II H -" F' cil ... Uti~ 
SVEscrcwtnsufM'IOt Oechr?JUOn, 393 1/16/2015 7 57 38AM 
..:l (Suogestoc!O.,o) 1 Page 
SV-Oec:Paoes 1 Page 
SV-Oed'oges 1 Page 
SV·!lod'ages 1 Page 
SV-WllldHaM ype 1 1 Pa~ 
SV-Oec:Pages 1 Page 
SV-OecPages l Page 
SV-OecPages {Suggested Class) 1 Page 
SV-llecPogos {Suooestocl Cloos) 1 P ... 
SV-OecPag05 (Suggeslocl Class) 1 P ... 
;---
,-
SV-Oed'oges (Sugge,ted C~u) 1 Page 
=-
:urrm Problem 
-------
100.0-,. 
100.0· .• 
1000"1. 
1000-1. 
1000% 
100.0% 
f 86.0% 
Class "SV-DecPages" is an unconlident classification result 
SC STATE HOUSING FIKANCE 
300.COIJnETPOINTE BLVD 
COUJM81A SC 29210 
MoftTGAGHINFORIIATION , auaaCTTOltal"fllOll'alC 
NAM! & SC sr.-.TE HOUSING FIHA"4< 
ADOREIS 300-C C>UnET POIJrfTE BlVC 
COLUMBtA SC m10 
AMOUNT OF 94SURANCE 
$&4,00000 
SS,400.00 
133,600.00 
58,400.00 
$50,000.00 
$1 ,00000 
,500.00 
FOIU!la MAl<frtG UP THE POI.ICY: 
·-
.. 
C-
O -
L -
M · 
M , 
"" 
'" Ao, 
I FonneEdl.O. ML - w21,0<11. ML·OOW70507,F• 
IMurance ii prowled agalnat ~ thOM perib an 
lnt.Utanm ii indicated and tgain.t ott'lef pen!I. and ft 
agAIMt uc:h audt c:owra,ge st.an be u ateted hetec 
appropnete policy, complete the policy numbered hel 
NOTICE Thlt pofky Is NHd on in'°'"1atlon In the 
You may ~y )'C)Uf premkrn .-i full Of In lristartmenta 
Simillrly, If you wlah to mike a monttlfy payment by 
Mlfl to PtY in in$allments vrittMM using electtonlc fu 
The current document to be processed has a header that is highlighted in blue as shown below. The document thumbnail(s) will be 
displayed on the left and the viewable document will show on the right. You can zoom in or out on the document with your mouse 
wheel after clicking on it or by using the icons on the toolbar. 
L.,'ULUIIIC::111.. ro C r1uu1c:11 1 
..,J 
Probably the most common error will be an " unconfident classification result". In this example the suggested classification is an SV-
DecPages which after reviewing the document it is determined to be. 
SVEscrowlnsurance Declarations 393 1/ 16120 5 7·57:38 Af. 
I SV-DecPages ::] (Suggested Class) 1 Page 
SV-OecPages Page 100.0% 
C \/ ........ 0 ............ ,.., . 1 O""...,,. 1 /V\ tV•·, 
9 
• 
• 
• 
To confirm the classification result for this document use your Right Mouse menu and select Confirm Class or use the Confirm Class 
icon on the toolbar . 
*=== 
I 
:,.. Problem Options Help 
._I 
I -
I X _, 
If the classification result is not correct select the correct class from the drop down. Then click in the thumbnail space to confirm this 
classification. 
•, -:.;ecFa_g ,,.. (Sug sted Class) 
SV-DecPa es 
oel 
Another error you may encounter is a multipage document where not all the pages are recognized . 
Kofax allows you to join these together into one document and confirm. 
Hold the shift key on your keyboard and select all pages that belong to this document. All pages that have been selected will then 
have headers highlighted in blue. Access the Right Mouse menu and se!':_Ct M,erge. You can then confirm the class. 
SV-OecPags (~Clue} ..... 
1:-- 1 
SV-0ecPaoes I~ 
88 0", [:J 
sv~ lPacJO x ,-
I I 
. 0aet.0oo:11_.. 
SV-OecPages 1 Paoe 
·-1 ... 
·-
SV-OecPaoes 1 P~ 
t Ji 
~--~~---~-----"" 
ci~ 
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Occasionally a document may contain a page that does not belong to it. You may split this page out from the document by selecting 
the page that will be the first page of the new document. Selected page is outlined in blue . 
j SV-DecPages ...:J : 6 Pages 86.0% 
SV-OecPages Page 93.0% 
Use the Right Mouse menu to select Split before Current Page. The document will be split into two documents with the new 
document having the same classification result as the original. 
Online Learning: 
Change Oa&t; 
n 
em 
Delete Document 
Merge to Previous 
Split before current Page 
Move Page Ri9ht 
Move Page to End 
Move Document to Top 
Move Document Up 
Move Document Down 
86.0~ 
:J- ~- J--1 . -. ! ~ - - -
5V-OecPege5 .:J · 2 Pages 
D~ 
The process to send a document to Online Learning is in the Validation Module however if you would like to flag a document for 
Online Learning while in the Document Review the easiest way to do this is to add a Sticky Note so you will know which document it 
is when you get to the Validation Module. I would not recommend doing this for every mis-classified document. Best candidates will 
be those with multiple pages that you have to merge, ones from low volume vendors that likely did not have many samples during 
project development, and those that you have to split from other documents. Documents that are not recognized due to poor 
document quality should not be sent to Online Learning. 
To add a Sticky Note 
Click on the document you would like to add a note to then select the Sticky Note icon or in the menu toolbar go to View\ Add Sticky 
Note . 
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• 
1 SYfscrow _Insurance Declarations 397 1 / 23 
Ctrl+Oemplus 
Ctrl+OemMOOs 
0 Display sticky Notes 
Then click on the top left hand corner of the document and the note will be placed there. Add any verbiage you wish - such as 
"Train" or something of your choosing. These notes are only for use during the Kofax processing - they do not transfer to On Base 
with the document. 
Then select OK to close the note. 
To Suspend a batch: 
If you need to suspend a batch so that you can return and complete the processing steps at a later time select the Suspend Icon or in 
the menu toolbar go to Batch\ Suspend . 
SYEscrow _Insurance Declarati 
Ctrl+L 
Ctrl+S 
To Close a Batch 
When all documents have been confirmed a message box will display: 
If you are ready for the batch to close and advance to the next sever level select Yes. If you need to return to a document to process 
changes choose No and the batch will remain open. 
Kofa>< Transformation Modules - Document Review El 
There are no problems in the current batch . Close batch? 
Yes No 
• Batch Manager will automatically send the batch to the KTM Server 2 Module. This module does not require any user interaction and 
will take a few minutes to run . When it is complete the batch will display in Batch Manager as Ready for Validation. 
12 
B. Kofax Validation 
• Select the Batch you wish to process by clicking on it once. 
;@ 
Hom, Remote Site v,~ 
Cuiate Process ca I Create ~ , Delf'te Unre;ect UnreJect Batch Cfass Batch 
mot, Log All Selected Update Properties 
Bat<h Edit 
Name- Clan Date &nm, Queue Status Statto 
SVEscrow_Insurance Dedara~tons 3q3 1/16/2015 7 57 33 Af-1 SVEscrow_Inswance Declarations 1/16/.:015"' 57 4.:. AM • TM Validation Ready AUTP 
• 
• 
While on the Home tab select the Process Icon 
Create Pro ce:ss R ca II 
R note 
.... ~~~~~~~"'"""1atch 
Name 
; 
View 
Create ~emove 
Log Mccess 
Delete Unreject l 
All 
SVEscrow_Insurance Declarations 393 1/16/2015 7:57:38 AM 
Validation will open and display each document in turn. There are 3 panes on the screen and each is resizable . 
The left hand pane shows a listing of the documents in a batch. The question marks 
fields have not yet been confirmed. 
The middle pane displays the document fields for validation and for data entry. 
your mouse wheel or by using the icons on the toolbar. -1- -------
.;Ji) 2: " " " " [ ' 0 Page 1 
=1 C'l ""I. indicate that the document 
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• 
B~en 
B~en2 
'""'°' Bl'lngSta!e 
·-· BorroweiContactPhone 
8.!ln<Juplq6latu:Co::ie 
forclotue51$hACode 
Loort.on MitSl-"UsCode 
LoarREOSt.wsCode 
P~iAStooC.ode 
Ptoce.t,S1od:c,de 
. .---------
. .---------
. .---------
II 
li 
II 
Il l 
.. 
:ii 
il i-----
il i-----
il i-----
Ii i----- LaltOnleflaid 
II i----- .I i---
i-----
•oc11111eiitty,cilll•willt1IU'!1ilnOn!Jfle 
W•rkOow. N '1ill( 01 Add New ,01K, i, i11dkilld 
tlle WVl'k11ow wil se11d ,H ii c•" « the 
• oc11111,•Ml••u1ailth.11i11diiuite,itili, fo,i 
111intortor 1111Hlr • 1e"po1icyinB1C.FS. lf 
Unkniewn k lnllllCMd tlle wotkflow will restt tff 
Dll8•n, tloc11mmt type 
Pnnt? Y 
• 1 
NewPolicylndimtor 
• 1 
Unknown Borrower/Oec? Y 
Enter N•w Valuu fo r Export to BKFS 
11 f N..C,,,,,""1"'° 8 r--
il NewPolicyNl.l'OOCI • 
II ,------ Ncw!~ode B .-----
O..rerc&ror 
To Validate a document 
Verify the document class. 
it_Batch 
Ne¥1A~Code . .-- ---
The document was classified to the following class: 
50 fields valid , 5 fields invalid (0 fields invisible, O fields read-only) 
r-011cy1~ umoer f 
To change the document class select the dropdown and select the correct type . 
I SV-DecPages 
SV-DecPaqes 
SV ·Flood- FloodD ec 
ment, SV-lns Cancellation- cancel 
uble c SV-lns Invoice- Invoice 
SV-WindHail- T e1 
..:.I 
.... 
• Then click on the Property Address field. 
z 
IIET\IIUt SU"1 lC:E RlQUE1T£D 
MORTGAGEE 
l!l1tJ--IJ·--·11 • 
SOUTH Co'AOLlNA ST.ATE 
HOOSIHO FIN . 6 OE'I , AU l'+t , 
300 -C OUTLET POI NTE BLVD 
COLlNUA 8C 292 10 · 5652 
THIS NOTIFICATION IS NOT AN INVOICE 
"' A[ 
TOTAL PJIEM ILII l 5~j.5S 
&w.ffMLJ""'"'RAGE di.Yt00 
OTHER stAUCTUREs COVERAGE uMn I 108,000 WJ 10 ,800 
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PropertyAddress zzzz 
PrnnP.rtuf:itu zz s s 
D 
D 
The following dialog boxes will appear - select Yes for both. 
KofoK Transformation Modules - Yahdation 13 
You didn't confirm the selection of the class. Do you want to reclassify the 
document> 
J! __ !'l_o_~ 
OBS 
reqt 
KoraK Transformation Modules - Vahdat1on 
Are you sure you want to assign the document to a different class? The field 
data might get lost 1 
![ y_es ··-1J __ !'1_0 ____ c_a_nc_e_l _ 
Locate the Property Address on the document and using your mouse pointer draw a box around the address (this step will be 
referred to as rubber-banding during the rest of the procedures) and it will appear in the Property Address field . 
PRlwJIY CC)fjTACT & MAJUNO AoDRESS 
roperty,Ajdress :uu ProperlyAddress •••• 
DATABASE LC 
-------------
OB 
req 
Highlight the address in the field and using the right mouse menu Copy the address then click on the Database Lookup button. 
PropertyAddress •••• 
PropertyCity 
SVl.oanNum 
Current BKFS Data 
Cove, age Type 
Billing<l,dd1ess 
B illing<l,ddress2 
BillingCity 
Cut 
Paste 
Delete 
:,,elect All 
DAT ABASE LOOKUP 
nA C::VI '"'"" ~ I 
Right to left Reading order 
Show Unicode control characters 
Insert Unicode control character • 
Open !ME 
Reconversion 
Using your right mouse menu paste the address in the "What are you looking for?" field and select search. The best matches will 
appear in the results box. 
a Database Lookup fl~ El 
j401 N SMITH STJ Sea.ch 
Corlidence CITY NAME 
10000 ~ MULLINS 
85.12% TIMMONSVILLE 
£ 
___ ll._K ____ .Cc_•nc_e1 _ ! ti} Help j 
• Select a record and p(en "Enter'' to close the 1esub window. ~ 
To select a record double click on the record or single click and select OK. 
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a Database Lookup l!l@Ei 
What a,e you looking foe? 
Search 
Corlidence HAZ, • 
851 2:C H 
·1 
·1 ~ 
OK !;ancel ti) Help I 
Selecl a record and press ' 'Enl:er" to close the 1esllls window d 
If you receive the message ''Your search returned no results. Please try again." Try typing in another field value such as first or last 
name. 
a Database Lookup 11@£1 
Whot a,e you lookng 10<? 
Confidence PROPERTY STREET ADDRESS CITY NAME LOAN NUMBER 
Y OUf search retumed no 1esults. Please t,y again. 
OBLoon 
Q.K Cancel 
£ 
~) Help I 
I 
4 1 
elect the correct record verifying that it is also the correct policy type. Each policy type for the borrower will have an individua 
ecord. If you find a record for the borrower but do not find one for the olic e see the "New Policy Ty e for Borrower" sectio 
ater in this document 
8 Database Lookup 11@£1 
\V'hat are you lookl'lg for? 
Q.K Cancel ~J Help 
Select a ,ecord and press "Enlef'' lo dose the 1esults window. 
If no matching borrower is found in the system enter the Property Address, the Property City, the First Name, 
and the Last Name, You can enter information either by typing the information directly in the field or by clicking in the field and 
using the rubber-band procedure. You must also enter a ''Y" in the "Unknown Borrower/Dec?" field. 
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Return to the Property Address field, review the entry and confirm the entry b 
entry is confirmed it will turn green. Then select the Confirm icon . 
PropertyAddress • ••• !I 
PropertyCity D 
SVLoanN..., !I 
FirstName D 
LastName D 
0 B SVLoanN um · (If U nlmown 
Policy field not required) 
Current BKFS Data 
B illingl>.ddress 
Billingl>.ddress2 
BillingCity 
B illingS tate 
BillingZip 
BorrowerContactPhone 
B ankruptcyStatusCode 
F orclosureStatusCode 
LoanlossMitStatusCode 
LoanREOStatusCode 
P aymentinF ullS topCode 
ProcessS topCode 
Cover age Type 
PolicyNumber 
lnsCompanyCode 
AgentCode 
lo 
lo 
170034 
LastDatePaid 
By typing a "Y" for any of these 3 questions the 
document will go into On Base as the specified 
document type and will trigger an OnBase 
Workflow. If Print or Add New Policy is indicated 
the workflow will send you a copy of the 
document in an em ail that indicates if it is for 
print or for adding a new policy in BKFS. If 
Unknown is indicated the workflow will reset the 
On Base document type 
Print? y 
N ewPo I icylndicfltor 
Unknown Borrower/Dec? Y 
Enter New Values for Export to BKFS 
N ewCoverage Type !I r-
NewPolicyNumber !I 
N ewl nsCompanyCode !I 
N ewAgentCode !I 
You may also enter a note that will print later in a report for follow-up . 
u rsoursememuueuace :al 101101 2016 
Export Nate for Processor 
• lnh•r pr<HPHO" follow u11 note, h.-rel 
Return to the Property Address field, review the entry and confirm the entry by pressing the Enter key on your keyboard. As each 
entry is confirmed it will turn green. When all 4 of these fields are confirmed the following message box will appear: 
Kofo>< Transformation Modules · Validation f3 
Do you want to save the current document? 
Cancel 
17 
Select Yes. This will save the values for export and advance you to the next document . 
• Selecting No will advance you to the next document without saving any values. You will need to return to the document to redo 
before you can close the batch. 
• 
• 
Selecting Cancel will allow you to correct any values on the current document. 
Note: All documents with a "Y" entered in the "Unknown Borrower/Dec?" field will export to OnBase as the indicated document 
type and will pass through a workflow that will change the document type to SV Unknown Haz Policy Dec and send it to the L32 SV 
New Unknown Haz Dec Policy Update workflow for attempted matching. 
If a matching borrower is found: 
Selecting the record in the Database Lookup will populate the current values from BKFS in the left-hand fields. 
Compare the values from BKFS and from the document and add updates to the appropriate field. These updates will be uploaded 
into BKFS in a later step. 
NOTE: Fields showing current BKFS information are read only. 
EXAMPLE - Coverage Amount has changed from$ 84,000.00 to$ 75,000.00. Key 75000 in the NewCoverageAmount field. 
P1ope1tyAdd1ess ••• • l!I 
P1ope1tyCity D 
SVLoanNwi II 
Fi,stName D 
LastName D 
0 B SVLoanNum - (If Unknown 
Policy field not 1equired) 
Current BKFS Data 
B illingl>.ddress 
B illingl>.ddress2 
BillingCity 
B illingS tate 
BillingZip 
B orrowerContactPhone 
B ankruptcyS tatusCode 
F orclosureS tatusCode 
LoanlossM itS tatusCode 
LoanR E OS tatusCode 
P aymentinF ullS topCode 
ProcessStopCode 
Cover age Type 
PolicyN umber 
I nsCompanyCode 
AgentCode 
/jl 
/jl 
170034 
LastDatePaid 
By typing- a "Y" fo1 any of these 3 questions the 
document will £'O into OnBase as the specified 
docurn ent type and will 11irre1 an OnBase 
Wo1kflow. If P1int 01 Add New Policy is indicated 
the wo1kflow will send you a copy of the 
document in an email that indicates if it is for 
p1int 01 101 addinr a new policy in BKFS. If 
Unknown is indicated the IY••kflow will reset the 
On Base document type 
Print? Y 11 , 
NewPolicylndiartor 
11 1 
Unknown Borrower/Dec? Y 
Enter New Values fer Export to BKFS 
NewCoverageType !I r-
N ewPolicyN umber II 
NewlnsCompanyCode II 
NewAgentCode II 
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lF-Currcnt Insurance Com pany Nam, 
Lf-New Insurance Company Nam, PJ 
PrincipleBalance 111595.34 
Cover ageAmounl 184000 
T ypeof P aymentCode 16 
DisursementT ype 1351 
DeduclibleAmounl 1500 
E xpir alionD ale 101/ 08/ 2016 
Term 112 
DisbursementAmount ~ ja57.oo 
D isbursementD ueD ate 101/ 01/ 2016 
Export Note for Processor El 
jNAT SECURITY RRE&CSLTY 
jPOST OFRCE BOX 703 
N ewCover ageAmount PJ 
New TypeofPaymentCode PJ 
N ewD eductibleAmount 
N ewE xpir ationD ale 
N ewD isbursementAmount El 
Letters Required for Loan · Enter V if letter type is needed for this loan 
Send ESOOl (ht Mortgage Clause) p Comment Code_D01 m I 
U serComment_ 001 
D 
Send ES002 (Inadequate Cove1age) PJ p Comment Code_002 El 
U serComment_ 002 
D 
Send ES003 (Inadequate Flood Cove1age) El p Comment Code_ 003 El 
UserComment_003 
D 
If letter(s) to the borrower are needed from BKFS: 
.:l 
.:l 
.:l 
Enter new 
coverage amount 
of 75000 here 
___. 
Next to the letter type header double click in the check box to select the letter type. 
Default or starting state of checkbox. This setting will NOT generate a letter. Gray background, gray check. 
mr 
Cleared checkbox. This setting will NOT generate a letter. White background, no check 
Marked checkbox. White background, black check. 
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Send ES004 (Change of Insurance) Comment Code_ 004 
• 
UserComment 004 
D This Is where you w111 type additional comments that w111 be added to the comment code and w111 show In BKF S. Li m1t 150 character 
ES004 Letter 
selected for print 
using INSNEW 
Comment code 
and with user 
comments. Send ES 007 (Name Change Leite-) 
UserComment_007 
D 
Send ESOl 1 (Contact Leite-) 
UserComment_011 
D 
Send ES015 (Deductible letter) 
UserComment_015 
D 
Send ES016 (Flood Deductible letter) 
UserComment_016 
D 
Send ES033 [Paid in Full) 
UserComment_033 
D 
Comment Code_ 007 
Comment Code_ 011 
Comment Code_015 
Comment Code_ 016 PJ 
Comment Code_ 033 PJ 
Comment Code_ 051 PJ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
User comments 
are limited to 150 
characters. 
Send ES051 (Do Not Escrow) 
• UserComment_051 
3 
• 
D 
After entering user comments you will need to confirm the data using your Enter key on your keyboard. If the 
type does not turn green when you do this you have entered too many characters. You will need to shorten 
your comment. User comments are limited to 150 characters. 
Letters will print from BKFS during the upload data to BKFS process to the same default printer that they normally print to. 
Confirm - Once all data has been reviewed and updates, notes, letters etc. have been entered select the Confirm icon on the toolbar. 
~ 
The following dialog box will appear: 
Kofax Transformation Modules - Vahdat1on Ef 
Do you want to save the current document? 
jr:=:}es 1) ~---MD ________ c_a_nc_e_1 __ ~ 
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Select Yes. This will save the values for export and advance you to the next document. 
Selecting No will advance you to the next document without saving any values. You will need to return to the document to redo 
before you can close the batch. 
Selecting Cancel will allow you to correct any values on the current document. 
New Policy Type for Borrower 
If you can locate the borrower but not the Hazard Coverage Type for the policy a new policy type will need to be added in BKFS 
manually. 
Policy Types CANNOT be added through this process but will need to be manually added. 
We can however send the image to On Base correctly using the following process: 
Verify/ correct classification 
I 
Classification Result 
The document was classiied to the following class: 
50 fields valid, 5 fields invalid (0 fiel<ls invisible, 0 fields read-only) 
.:l 
Lookup the Property Address as shown in previous steps 
Database Lookup l!l(!l 
HAZARD COVERAGE TYPE HAZ, • 
'351 
Select the correct borrower record even though the Hazard Coverage Type is incorrect - this will bring in the correct borrower 
information . 
Enter a "Y" in the "New Policy Type for Borrower?" field. 
Print? Y/N 
PJ 
New Policy Type for Borrower? V 
Confirm document and data fields 
The following dialog box will appear: 
Kofa>< Transformation Modules - Validation Ei 
Do you want to save the current document? 
1--=ies-;) ___ ~ __ .., __ c_a_nc_e_, _ _, 
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Select Yes. This will save the values for export and advance you to the next document. 
Selecting No will advance you to the next document without saving any values. You will need to return to the document to redo 
• 
before you can close the batch. 
Selecting Cancel will allow you to correct any values on the current document. 
This will send the image to On Base using the borrower SV Number. It will not export any data to BKFS. 
An OnBase workflow will send out an email with the document attached and a message reminding you to set up the new policy in 
BKFS. 
Add new insurance policy type to BKFS for this borrower 
OnbaseDistribution@cio.sc.gov 
Thu 118/2015 1:47 PM 
Fletcher, Doma 6-9166; kim.hugg,ns@schousing.com; Holder , Deborah 6-0013 
_J Message ~ SV Hazard Insur. Policy D«. for SV 10074, 00112322918, MALTBY, 743 COVENTRY LN A-8, Lein • 1, Doc Date • 1_8_2015.t if (2 KB} 
Cancellations 
An Insurance Document Processed though Kofax Requires that a new po licy type be set up in BKFS before process ing. 
This document has already been scanned to On Base using the document type that it was confirmed to be during the Kofax processing. 
Please open the attached document and complete BKFS data entry. 
10074, MALTBY,NANCY 
Cancellations CANNOT be added to BKFS through this process. They will need to follow the time critical 
Cancellation procedures . 
• We can however send the image to OnBase correctly using the following process: 
• 
Verify/ correct classification 
Classification Result 
The document was classified lo lhe following class: I SV·lns Cancellation- Cancel 
2 fields vaid, 5 fields invalid (48 fields invisible, 0 fields read-only) 
Lookup the Property Address as shown in previous steps 
a Database lookup l!lliJ El 
'-
1 
HAZARD COVERAGE TYPE W.Z ... 
351 
351 
Select the correct borrower record- this will bring in the correct borrower information. 
Enter a ''Y" in the "New Policy Type for Borrower?" field. 
1ll RO 
IRG 
27199 
By typ ing a "V" for Print the document \' 
Into OnBase as the specified document t 
a nd will trigger an OnBase Workflow, Th 
workflow will send you a copy of the do 
in an email that indicates it is for s,rint . 
Print? Y /N • I'll I ..._ __ _ 
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Confirm document and data fields 
~ 
The following dialog box will appear: 
Kofo>< Transformation Modules - Validation El 
Do you want to save the current document? 
Cancel 
Select Yes. This will save the values for export and advance you to the next document. 
Selecting No will advance you to the next document without saving any values. You will need to return to the document to redo 
before you can close the batch . 
Selecting Cancel will allow you to correct any values on the current document. 
This will send the image to OnBase using the borrower SV Number. It will not export any data to BKFS. 
An OnBase workflow will send out an email with the document attached and a message reminding you that further processing is 
need for the document. 
Print 
An Insurance Document Processed though Kofax Requires Printing fo r further Processing 
OnbaseDistribution@cio.sc.gov 
Thu 1/8/2015 1'43 PM 
Holder, Deborah 6-00 13: Aotcher , Doma 6-9166; krn.ruggns ~ .com 
...d Mtssagt -.:!..,. SV Hazard Insur. Polley Ou. ror SV 10074, 00112322918, MALTBY, 743 COVENTRY LN A-8, ltin • 1, Doc Datt• 1_8_201S.t1f (2 KB) 
An Insurance Document Processed though Kofax Requires Pnnt1ng for further Processing. This dorument has already been scanned to OnBase . 
Please open the attached document, pnnt and complete process,ng10074, MALTBY, NANCY 
While processing any document you can flag the document to go through the On Base workflow that sends an email with the 
document attached and a message reminding you that further processing is need for the document. 
Enter a "Y" in the "New Policy Type for Borrower?" field . 
1LLftO 
n199 
By typing a V fo r Print the documant , 
Into OnBue as the 1puifled document t 
and will trigger an OnBan W orkflow. Th 
w orkflow will rend you a copy of the do 
In an • mail that lndlcatu It Is for print. 
Y/N • 
An Insurance Document Processed though Kofax Requires Print ing fo r fu rther Processing 
OnbaseDistribution@cio.sc.gov 
Thu 1/8/2015 1·43 PM 
Holder, Deborah 6-0013; Fletcher, Doma 6-9166; krn.ruggns@sclo..,;nJ.com 
_!!d M!!ssagl! ~ SV Hazard Insur. Polley Dec. f or SV 10074, 0011B22918, MALTBY, 743 COVENTRY LN A-8, l!!in • 1, Doc Dall!• 1_8_2015.tif (2 KB) 
An Insurance Document Processed though Kofax Requires Printing for further Processing. This document has already been scanned to OnBase. 
Please open the attached document, print and complete processmg10074, MALTBY, NANCY 
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Editing Document Pages 
On occasion you may miss where a document had more pages but ended up identified as a separate document or you may need to 
delete a page or a document or a document ended up with a page or pages that need to be a document themselves. The following 
will explain the process for this: 
Balch Content 
The Batch Content pane shows all the documents in 
the batch and each page in the document. 
The first page will automatically display when you 
advance to that document. To view a subsequent 
page you will click on the page number in the Batch 
content list. The validation form will not change 
while you are on any page in that document. 
Page 2 
Page 3 
Page 4 
.:Ji/ 9: ................... .. 
! f··LJ Page l i L.i] Page 2 
.;J 10: .................. .. !, L..~. Pagel 
To delete a page: 
lit View Folder Docu ent f 
·1: Edit Batch 
On the menu toolbar select Edit Batch 
Then select the page(s) you wish to delete, access the right mouse menu and select Delete. 
Re)Od ctrl+R 
.:J m ...... Ctrl+X 
~u Page 1 'SJ (<l)y 
.:Ji/ 11: .......... . 
-J Paoel 
.:Ji/ ,2 . . .. . . . . . .. Ix """· u P..,.1 ~-----~, 
..:J~ 1 l . . . . , • Create Docunert 
J Pagel 
.:Ji/ " . 
-U Pagel 
.:Ji/ lS. • • • • , . Rotote Left 
-J Pagel 
~ 16 •...... ., ..... ,. ~ RotateRlc#: 
~ ~ /:..
1
.. • ••• •••• ..J Prooerties 
J Paoel 
Ctrl+c 
Shift+F1 
tr,, olft-tfi 
trl+f 
1..J ~age l 
.:J. 2'70019 •. 996ST MASKBOWMANRD .• SAJ, 
I .,_) P ... 1 
.:J. 3. 70019 • 120\o/YNFIELD CT . CCLUMBIA. S 
I l.,_) P,ge l 
-
If you wish to delete an entire document select all pages in the document. 
To merge page(s) with a previous document 
In this example the last two pages of a policy were confirmed as an SV Haz. Insur Dec Policy in Document Review but they actually 
are the last two pages of the previous document. 
Select the pages (if there is more than one page hold your CTRL key down while selecting and dragging). While using your mouse 
pointer drag the pages up to the previous document. 
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T T..tJ Page 1 
~ 4: •••..•••••••.••••..•.•••••..•••••..• 
1:8 ::~:; l--a Page 3 
11J)j~ 
: i.LJ Page 1 
d 7: .•.•.••••.••••..•.•....•••••••.•.••• 
To split pages into two documents 
Select the page(s) that will be the new document, access the right mouse menu and select Create Document. The new document will 
be at the bottom of the Batch Content Listing. 
Re,ect Ctrl+ 
·1: Edit Batch 
To return to the Validation Form View select Edit Batch on the menu toolbar again. ----------
Flag Document for Generic Online Learning 
Online learning is setup to enable this Kofax project to learn as it goes with a little help from staff members. When documents are 
flagged for Online Learning the Kofax system stores a copy of their images in one of the project folders which allows the system 
administrator to quickly update the project periodically with new forms for the current document types. 
Examples of good candidates for adding to Generic Online Learning: 
Specific form type consistently being suggested as a different form type 
Low Volume Vendor form 
Vendor has changed form 
Multi-page documents that you have to " Edit the Batch" to merge or separate 
Documents that were flagged in Document Review with a Sticky Note for this purpose 
In Validation you will see the Sticky Note that was added in Document Review displayed on the document in the same location as 
you placed it on the document . 
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• OEPAR'lMEITT OF flOMEl.>.IID SECURITY ._------+---------,EDERAL EMERGENCY MAIIA.GEMENT AGENCY STANDARD FLOOD HAZARD DETERMINATION FORM (SFHOF) 
1. ~ENOER NAME Al/0 AD0R5SS 
IOI St,ortay llt>rtgaga, LLP 
610 1 W. Pl llDO Pkwy 
Plano, TX 75093- 81 01 
~: H203! 
SEC110 If I• LOAM IHFORIIIA" 
2. COLLATERAi. (lk.llldnQI 
PROPEA'TY '-OORt;SS ANDf 
~MfflW~•lfflfl..,J 
SC 
:aorrow, ri W••t, 
When you process these documents or any others that you want to submit to Online Learning BEFORE confirming and saving the 
, I 
document select the Generic Online Learning icon or go to Document /Make Available for Generic Online Learning. 
. Select Classification in the dialog box. Add comment is optional. Select OK. 
ake Avn1lable for Genettc OnlmP learning Ei 
§elect Tr:iRioo Twe 
r E,tiaction 
Comment 
Add comment if desired · comment is optiona 
OK Concel I t>J Help 
A document that has been flagged for Online Learning will have a small plus symbol by the document in the Batch Content Listing. 
To Close a Batch 
•
When you confirm the last document in a batch you will receive the following dialog box. If you are ready to close select OK. If you 
need to return to an earlier document to adjust select cancel. 
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Kofax Transformation Modules - Validation Ef 
All documents in the batch [SVEscrow _Insurance Declarations 399 
1/28/2015 1: 13: 03 PM] are valid . Close batch? 
OK Cancel 
Note: You cannot Close a batch unless all documents have been validated and confirmed. 
To Suspend a batch: 
If you need to suspend a batch so that you can return and complete the processing steps at a later time select the Suspend Icon or in 
the menu toolbar go to Batch\ Suspend. 
SYEscrow _Insurance Declarati 
Ctrl+L 
Suspend Ctrl+S 
B. End of Kofax Processing 
Once you have closed Validation the remaining modules to complete the batch should run 
automatically. 
Once the batch has sent the data from the batch to the Escrow_Kofax Processing Access database and 
The images to On Base the batch will no longer show in the Kofax Batch Manager module. 
Verify that the batch has completed before proceeding to the Post Processing steps outlined below. 
At any time that the batch goes to the Quality Control module stop processing and call Donna Fletcher . 
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Post Processing 
1. Batch Type = Escrow Insurance Declarations 
A. Create Script, Print Letter Listing and Notes List 
Open the Access database Bat file on your desktop. This opens your individual copy of Escrow_Kofax 
Processing.accde located in \Kofax_BKFS Processing. 
After Processing Kofax Batch I 
4. Click here to generate text file for importing into BKFS the data changes from 
Kofax Process. This will gene rate the fil e for the BKFS updates, print a 
listing of all lette rs that should print after the BKFS update is run and a 
listing of all of the processors notes from the Kofax Validataion procedure. 
To push updates to BKFS I 
5. log into BKFS and select your Haz Update Smart Button. Follow the prompts. 
File location is Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for 
BKFS\qry KofaxData to BKFS Final.txt 
Click on Box 4. This step will: 
Z'Z Haz Update 
Create a text file for with all data fields entered during the Kofax Validation process for use during the BKFS Haz 
Update Smart Button scripting process to use. 
Print a report that lists all letters by loan number that were requested during the Kofax Validation process. 
{letters will still print in the overnight batch process, use the report to ensure that are letters are printed and 
mailed.) 
Print a report that lists all processor notes entered during the Kofax Validation process. Use this for whatever type 
of follow-up needed. 
Create an Excel file with the same data as the text file above. For use by user if verification of data elements sent to 
BKFS is needed. Export to BKFS Data For use in data verification.xlsx 
B. Launch Script in BKFS 
[1, Haz Update 
Open BKFS\3270 Explorer and run their smart button. The user will be asked for the file location and 
will browse to and select Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for BKFS\qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final.txt. 
The script associated with the smart button will then process all data field changes. 
Uses should check the lPS printf;!r for their batch letters first thing the following morning . 
Note: Users will not be able to do any other processing in BKFS while the script is running. Run time will vary slightly 
depending on the number of records to be updated. 
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Appendix VI 11 - IT Solution Documentation 
Data Flow Details 
See Kofax_BKFS Processing\Escrow Dec Pages_ Kofax to BKFS Processing Guide.doc for users 
procedures guide 
The text file used by the Kofax Batch Class - SVEscrow_lnsurance Declarations is generated by the users using Passport 
Query and Export using the " ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT" query. Th is query is then exported to a text fil e named 
ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt which is stored in Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for BKFS. 
This is a semi-colon delimited text file. First line should contain column headers. 
If re-creating the import of the ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt in Access do not use the default table name. Use SYS 
HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT 
Users then open the Access database Bat file on their desktop . 
This opens their individual copy of Escrow_Kofax Processing.accde located in 
Processing. 
ofax_BKFS 
This database opens with Form = BKFS/Kofax Processing Steps and users follow the procedures to import the ESCR 
ich the database reformats and exports to 
BKFS_KofaxProcessing\SVEscrowAutofill.xt 
This needs to export as a pipe delimited text file . First line should contain column headers. 
Once Kofax processing is complete: 
Images export to On Base as confirmed document types. If the Print, Unknown, or New Policy Keywords are exported 
with values the documents also pass through one or two On Base workflow(s) : -SV Unknown Haz Policy Dec and L32 SV 
New Unknown Haz Dec Policy Update 
Data fields that have been updated in the Kofax~ d to the Access Database 
Escrow_Kofax_Processing_Data.accdb located in ~EscrowDB\ . The tables in this database are linked 
to the Escrow_Kofax Processin .accde located in Kofax BKFS Processing. This folder is a shared 
folder along with the older. account and K security group require modify 
rights on the folder to push and pull data via the Import/Export functions in the Access database and the Automated 
Processes in Kofax . 
• 
Text File for Image/document history - A text file is created and stored on in ~elease named 
SVEscrowtoBKFS.txt. All batches of this type will write to the file for an entire day. At the end of the day all text files and 
all image files are moved to rchives in a folder named Archive_mmddyyyy. These folders are store for 45 days 
and then deleted. 
These files are useful on the rare occasions when we have connectivity issues and may need to manual sweep .They help 
• associate image files when specific borrowers and document types . 
Text File for BKFS Backup - Another text file is created and stored in the Release named BKFS_Backup.txt. 
• 
• 
All batches of this type will write to the file for an entire day. At the end of the day all text files and all image files are 
moved to Archives in a folder named Archive_mmddyyyy. These folders are store for 90 days and then deleted . 
The data elements in this file consist of all the fields that should be updated in BKFS from the batch . Since the table in 
the access database empties at the end of each run this file can be used to recreate the table data if needed. Header 
columns will need to be removed first . 
After the user has processed the batch in Kofax they will return to their Escrow_Kofax Processing.accde. They will run 
Step 4 to generate the data for the BKFS upload script. The database exports a text file to -
ofax_BKFS Processing\qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final.txt 
This needs to export as a semi-colon delimited text file without Text Qualifiers . First line should contain column 
headers. 
When Step 4 is run if there were any User Notes added during the process these will print in a report and a listing of any 
letters requested in the process will also print. 
Once all processing is complete all records in the table Export_to_BKFS will be deleted. This will prevent the same data 
from being loaded into BKFS at a later date. 
The user will then open BKFS/ 3270 Explorer and run their 
~ Haz Update 
smart button . The user will be asked for the file location and will browse to 
Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for BKFS\qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final.txt. 
The data that will update the data fields in BKFS and set letters up for the nightly batch print job. Users can compare the 
letters printed in the overnight batch job with the BKFS Letters Printed Listing by Batch.doc that was printed to their 
default printer in the above step to ensure they have all letters needed for mailing. 
Note: Users will not be able to do any other processing in BKFS while the script is running. Run time will vary slightly 
depending on the number of records to be updated. 
The BKFS script definition file is located in Escrow 
o modify the Access databas 
Always create and test any changes in the ITC test copy before moving to production version. 
to 
scrow _ Kofax _Processing_ Test. aced b 
abase are linked 
scrow _Kofax_Processing_Data_ Copy.accdb 
Perform and test all changes to the correct form, query, report or vb code . 
Templates associated with the Letter Listing or Notes Listing are: 
Letter Files for BKFS\BKFS Letters Printed Listing by Batch.dotx 
Letter Files for BKFS\BKFS Processors Notes List by Batch.dotx 
Changes to the structure of existing tables or addition of new tables will need to be performed in 
• 
• 
• 
Escrow _Kofax_Processing_Data_ Copy .accdb 
They will need to be linked from withi n 
Access) 
scrow_Kofax_Processing_Test.accdb (Link via 
After changes and testing are complete : 
Copy any new or changed tables to scrow_Kofax_Processing_Data.accdb 
In most cases you will only need to copy the structure and not the data . 
Rename existing files: 
In the scrow_Kofax folder ~elect the Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde file 
iE) Escrow_Kofax_Processmg l /6/ 2015 2:55 PM Microsoft Access Database 30,720 KB 
~ Escrow_Kofax_Proce:ssmg 2/6 2015 2:44 PM Microsoft Access AC(DE Database 5156 KB 
. Escfow_Kofax_Processmg 2,6 2015 2:44 PM Microsoft Access Record·lockmg Information 0 KB 
fM) Escrow_Kofax_Process1ng_Dat4_(opy 2,6 2015 2:15 PM Microsoft Acce-ss Databa,;t- 17 920 KR 
@ Escrow_Kof ax_Proce:ssmg_ Test l16 2015 l:35 PM Microsoft Acc~s Oataba>e 30,720 KB 
w Escrow_KofaxProc6smg.bak l!,612014 2:06 PM BAH,le ZOO KB 
@security 111612014 2:06 PM Microsoft Acc~s Workgroup Information 196 KB 
Rename it to Escrow_Kofax_Processing_mm.dd.yyyy.accde 
Keep this as a backup file. If there is an older backup file you can delete it at the end of this process. 
Also rename the file Escrow_Kofax_Processing .accdb to Escrow_Kofax_Processing_mm.dd.yyyy.accdb 
In the Escrow_Kofax folder copy and paste the Escrow_Kofax_Processing_Test.accdb 
You will then have a file called Escrow_Kofax_Processing_ Test - Copy.accdb 
Rename Escrow_Kofax_Processing_Test - Copy.accdb to Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accdb 
Database Visual Basic Code Changes that must be made in access before every move from 
Test to Production 
Open Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accdb 
In Module = Form_BKFS/Kofax Processing Steps 
Private Sub cmdDatatoBKFS_ Click() 
'in 
Dim db As Database 
Dim rs As Recordset 
Dim rsl As Recordset 
Dim sqlstr As String 
Dim objWord As Word .Application 
Escrow _Kofax_Processing_Data .accdb 
• 
'FOR TEST - Export data received via ODBC connection " Kofax_BKFS_Test" from the Kofax "SVEscrow_lnsurance 
Declarations" batches to the Ex ort to BKFS table 
'in Escrow_Kofax_Processing_Data .accdb 
'Export process exports data using the query "qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final". 
'*****To run in Production mode: 
'Exports data to Excel Spreadsheet for use in verification when needed. File overwrites existing file each time it is run . 
File exports to G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Processing\Export_to_BKFS_Data For use in data verification .xlsx 
Un-Rem this line by removing the apostrophe 
'DoCmd .RunSavedlmportExport "Export-Export_to_BKFS_Data For use in data verification" 
'Export process exports data us ing the query "qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final" . Exports to 
Datafiles for BKFS\qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final.txt 
Un-Rem this line by removing the apostrophe 
'DoCmd . Ru nSavedl m port Export "Export-q ry _ KofaxData_ to _BKFS _Fina I" 
'******To Run In Test Mode 
'Exports data to Excel Spreadsheet for use in verification during testing. File overwrites existing file each time it is run . 
File exports to Export_to_BKFS_Data backup for verification during 
• 
testing.xlsx 
Rem this line by adding an apostrophe to the front of it 
DoCmd .RunSavedlmportExport "Export-BKFS_Data backup_Test Mode" 
'Export process exports data using the query "qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final ". Exports to 
r· .. . . . . Datafiles for BKFS\qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final_test .txt 
Rem this line by adding an apostrophe to the front of it 
DoCmd. Ru nSaved I mportExport "Export-q ry _ KofaxData_ to _BKFS _Final_ test" 
Also modify: 
Private Sub cmdlntlmport_ Export_ Click() 
Dim db As Database 
Dim rs As Recordset 
Dim rsl As Recordset 
Dim sqlstr As String 
originates from BKFS) 
orts data to table = SYS HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT from 
Datafiles for BKFS\SYS HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt (th is data 
• DoCmd.RunSavedlmportExport "Import-SYS HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT" 
'*****To run in Production mode (to Metcalf, from G:\ITC\Access\Escrow_Kofax\Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde, data 
tables located in scrow_Kofax_Processing_Data_Copy.accdb) 
• 
• 
• 
Un-Rem this line by removing the apostrophe 
'DoCmd .RunSavedlmportExport "Export-SVEscowAutofill" 
'******To Run In Test Mode (to Autry, from 
Processing\Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde, data tables accdb located in 
Processing\Datafiles for BKFS\Escrow_Kofax_Processing_Data .accdb) 
Rem this line by adding an apostrophe to the front of it 
DoCmd . Ru nSavedlmportExport "Export-SVEscowAutofill_ Test" 
After the code modifications are complete save changes. 
Go to File\ Save and Publish\Save Database As\ Make ACCDE, \Save As 
@ Save Databas, A.s 
s.Jve as Adobe PDF 
Open 
" Close Oatabas, 
@ ESCTOW_Kofax_Proc .. 
@) Escrow_Kofait_Proc .. 
@ E.5crow_Kofax_Proc .. 
@ rr Daily and ProJtct ... 
Info 
Recent 
New 
Print 
Save & Pubh.sh 
-· 
Save as 
File Types 
~ Sa"e Databa~ As 
~ Save ObJffi As 
.... 
Create Adobe PDF 
Publish 
~ Publish to Access ~FVIC6 
Close current database 
Save Database As 
Database File Types 
~ Acc~s Database 
Default database form11t. 
~ Acc~s 2000 Database 
S.we a cop·, ttlat w1! be c 1mpat1b1e .-.1tt-. 
AcccH.:.'000 
Advanced 
~ Package and Sign 
Pdcrag!" the database and i!IPp'Y a dtgrtal 
1tgnatu1e 
~ : Back Up Database 
BJck up important databases re,guia:ri to 
prevent data his• 
scrow_Kofax_Processing.accde. 
scrow_ ofax_Proc~sing : Oatab.se (Acc.css 2007 • 
~ Access 2002-2003 Database 
Save A copy that will be compatible with 
A :e-s J00].200?: 
'iJ Template 
S.YYe the :urrent dat:iba~e a!> a databMe 
ttrnplate · ~CCDTJ 
MakeACCOE 
iJI Shar,Point 
lia,,th" d.rt?bete by u.,ng 11 to a 
fo,u 1.-nt manage-mf'flt \ef\.'et 
• 
• 
• 
Organize ... Ne.wfolder 
(A] M1cro~ft Access Name Dete mod1f1ie:d Type S,ze 
' 
Escrow_Kofax_Proce.s.sing 214'2015 3-02 PM Microsoft Access 
Favorites 
• Desktop 
Downloads 5 
Recent Places 
librari5 
il Re,IPl,yer Cloud 
Oeskiop 
librari~ 
] Oocum~ts 
Music 
..;J Pictures 
U u ;_, _. _ _ 
Filename: 
Save as type: [ ACCDE;;;;; 
• Hide Folders Tools . Save 
Open Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde file 
Go to External Data\Linked Table Manager 
Select all tables, add check to "Always prompt for new location" then select OK 
You will be linking only the Export_to_BKFS and the lmageTable 
Select the linked tables to be updated: 
a 
"' 
~ ~ways prompt for new location 
Browse to Escrow _Kofax_Process ing_Data .aced b 
then select Open 
:E= . 
5148 KB 
·I 
I I Cancel 
Cancel 
~elect All 
Qeselect All 
• a Desktop Downloads 
Ltbranes 
Recent Places 
rtJ RealPlayer Cloud 
a Desktop 
L,branes 
J Documents 
Music 
~ Pictures 
Videos 
Fletcher. Donna 6·9166 
.. Computer 
Ndwork: 
Control Panel 
Recycle B'" 
File name: •.mdb; • 
Name Date mod1f1ed Type Size 
@) E.scrow_Kofax_Proc~IOg_Oata 1il. 101511.24 AM M1cros:oft Access . 17 920 KB 
... [ Microsoft Access ... ) 
Tools ~ I Op<n J I Concel I 
When all tables have been linked to the production database you will receive : 
inked Table Manager 
t, All selected linked tables were successfully refreshed. 
• ~ ......... ?~ .... .J 
Select OK. Close the Linked Table Manager 
Then go to File\Options 
• 
Crtate External Data Oa ab, 
. -
Im! Savt 
Save ObjHt As 
Information 
• 
• 
@.) Save Databas, As 
Save as Adobe PDF 
" Open 
!I, Close Databas, 
~ Escrow_Kofax_Proc .. . 
@ Escrow_Kofax_Proc ... 
~ E.scrow_Kofax_Proc .. . 
~ rT Oaityand ProJtct .. . 
Info 
Recent 
New 
Print 
Save & Publish 
Help 
d Options 
Ei Exit 
G:\ITC\Access\ Escro\ 
• 
Compact& 
Repair Database 
Encrypt with 
Password 
Select Current Database 
General 
Current Database 
Data sheet 
Object Designers 
Proofing 
Language 
Client Settings 
Customize Ribbon 
Quick Access Toolbar 
Ad d-i ns 
] Genera l options for working wit 
UseI Interface options 
[1l En able 1ive Preview , 
[1l Always use ClearIYpe 
SqeenTip style; Show feature descriptio 
~ Show shortcut keys in ScreenTips 
~olor scheme: Si~ 
Default file form at for Bl ank Database: J 
Default _g_atabase folde r. l 
Un-check the Display Navigation Pane. Select OK 
• 
• 
• 
Picture Property Storage Format 
~ £reserve source image form at (smaller f ile size) 
, _ Con~ert all picture data to bitmaps (compatible w ith Access; 
Navigation 
r:J Display Navigation Pane 
[ Navigation Options ... j 
Ribbon aml ToolbarOptions 
Microsoft Access 
You must dose and reopen the current database for the specified option to take effect. 
OK 
Close the database and then reopen to ensure the Navigation Pane is no longer available to users. 
Copy the file Escrow_ Kofax_Processing.accde 
Go to G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Processing and paste the file in that directory. Overwrite the existing file . (You 
have already saved a backup of the one being replaced in the ITC directory) . 
VOlC: l11VV1t1C:V ,.,..,c: 
Datafile,; for BKFS l 6 '201S 2:55 PM F•le folder 
Letter Files for BKFS M/2015 2:59 PM File told<r 
@ Document Types for BKFS data upload testing 2•5•2015 2:50 PM Microsoft /ord Document 14 KB 
@ Escrow Dec Pages_ Kofax to BKFS Processing Guide 215/2015 3:44 PM Microsoft Word Document 1,657 KB 
~ hcrow_Kofax_Processing Bat 2/4/201S U3 PM v'tindom Batch File 1 KB 
~ Escrow_Kofax_Processing 2/6/2015 8:36 AM M1cro5oft Ace es~ ACCDE Databa-:;e, 5.184 KB 
(!Ii fletd 2i4/201S 4:13 PM Mocro,oft Access ACCDE Database S 192 KB 
,:i Kofax Escrow Batch Cover Sheet 11l2/201S 3:45 PM Adobe Acrobat Document 510 KB 
~ Running Passport Query to Export 1 27/2015 7:34 AM M1cro~oft Word Document UOOKB 
w SVE.crow_Autofill 11124/2014 1.34 PM Text Document 1,853 KB 
SYS HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT 12 129/2014 10:14 Text Document 1.933 KB 
~ SYS HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT 1211612014 l:SS PM Microsoft Excel Worksheet 1686 KB 
Delete all individual accde copies . For example you delete fletd.accde in the above screenshot . 
When the user opens the database using their bat file icon it w ill generate them a fresh copy with all changes reflected . 
BKFS Macro File Information 
When the macro file is exported from Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde the file is stored in 
G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for BKFS as qry_KofaxData_to_BKFS_Final.txt 
Once the file has been pulled into BKFS the file is moved to G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafiles for 
BKFS\Processed 
The file name is modified adding the date, time and day occurrence number. Files are maintained for 45 days. 
A transaction log file is also created in atafiles for BKFS\Logs. The log file 
• details original values and updated values of each field that was updated during the script run. 
The vb script file that provides the code for the BKFS macro 
Z:.2 Haz Update 
(Macro Icon in BKFS) - must be added to each user's display 
Is located : 
Escrow 
BKFS Hazard Insurance Update.vbs 
This will need updated any time a field is added, deleted or modified in the process that provides the data to BKFS 
To modify the Kofax project design 
Always use the Kofax test server to update and test all changes before moving to production server. 
Always create a cab file for the batch class before performing modifications. This can be used to restore the 
project to its original state if needed . 
• 
In Test 
KTM files are located in Servicing_Escrow\Escrow\PB_EscrowDecPages. Training 
• 
images are also located in this folder. 
Capture files are located 
In Production 
KTM files are located in 
Capture files are located 
Batch Class 
El f +IHIIHIMH& 
EB . SV-DecPages 
SV-Flood,..,FloodDec 1 
SV-Ins Cancellation"'Cancell 
SV-Ins Invoice,..,Invoicel 
SV-WindHail"' Type 11 
aptu reSV\Admin DB\Custom \00000094 
lnsurance_Declarations_Project_OOOOOOOl 
aptureSV\AdminDB\Custom\00000052 
For all Document types except Cancellations there are 4 exports configured . The Cancellation document type 
does not have or require the Database Export Connector or the Text Export Connector - BKFS_Backup since 
that document type does not process any data changes in this process. 
• 
• 
• 
O.ss1gned l::.xport lonnectors: 
Text Export Connector - SVEscrowtoBKFS 
Text Export Connector - BKFS_Backup 
OnBase Core Script 
Processing queues are: 
1.0.0/1 .. . 
1.0.0/1 .. . 
2.13.0 .. . 
KTM Server, KTM Server 2, KTM KB Learning Server, KeyMark Resizer and Export processes are set to run automatically. 
Scan 
- KTM Server 
• KTM Document Review 
- KTM Server 2 
Users must be a member of the 
Batch Manager. 
ervicing security group to have access to this batch class in the Kofax 
Standard synchronization and publishing rules apply to all modifications before batches can be processed . 
Refer to Kofax Administrators guide for information on how to modify project setup in Project Builder or in Capture . 
Appendix IX - Kofax Validation and Escrow_ Kofax_ Processing.accde GUl's 
Kofax Validation - User Interface 
Information and update-able fields are displayed side by side with document to be processed. 
Cktssification Resul 
The document w.as classified to the fol owing class: I SV-DecP ages 
46 fields valtd, 5 fields invalid (0 fields invisi:lle, 26 fiek:ls read-only) 
DAT ABASE LOOKUP ----·-···-- Put ci..rsor in the PJope,ty AddJess field Of last Name field. lasso the value on the 
docunert. when the value populates the field copy the value, select the Database Lookup Wton then paste you, value in 
the search field and select Sear ch. Double click on the correct loan in the 1eh.xned list and a!I the associated values will 
populate !he Ct.uenl BKFS Daia lields. 
PropertyAddren •• ,.. D 
P1ope1tyCity D 
SVLoanNun II 
FirstName D 
LastName D 
OBSVLoanNum - (IIUnknown D --
Policylield not required) 
Current BKFS Data 
Biingb,ddres, 
Biingb,ddress2 
BiingCiy 
B!lingSlale 
Billr,gZip 
B011owerContactPhone 
BankruptcySlalusCode 
F orclost1eStatusCode 
Loarl.ossMil:StatusCode 
LoanREOStaiusCode 
Pal'!'enlinFtJISiopCode 
P,ocessSiopCode 
Coverage Type 
PolicyNlfflle< 
lnsCo~yCode 
AgeniCode 
~ r--
Ii r--
r--
Ii r-- LastDatePaid 
r-
Iii r-
i;-
Ii 
--
170561 
170561 
User can search for values on 
various fields. Property 
address, mailing address and 
last name return the best 
values. 
By typinr a "Y" for any of these 3 questions the 
document will ro into OnBase as the specified 
document type and will triuc, an On8ase 
Wo1kflow. If Print or Add New Policy is indic~ed 
the workflow will send you a copy of the 
document in an email that indicates if it is to, 
print or for addinr a new policy in BKFS. If 
Unknown is indicated the workflow will reset U11e 
On8ase document type 
Print? Y 
., 
N ewPo I icytndiClllor 
Unknown Borrower/Dec? Y 
Enter New Values for Export to BKFS 
NewCoverageType II r--
NewPokyNumber II 
Newl nsCompanyCode II 
N°"""'gentCode II 
.:l 
stareFarm Slllte Farm Fire and CHualty company 
A . :Ju'::.~,,.,r::::x,,1/ftway 
ATI 0 ·27• 1103-FAC2 H W 
OOO t>t 0001 
SC STATE HOUSING FINANCE 
I DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
ISAOA/ATINA 
ATTN , NTO SERVICING/ESCROW 
no OUTLET POINTE ILVD STE C 
COLUNIIA SC 29210-5652 
1lh•l•1•ll,lulu11ull•l •lhu111l l,lhl1l•11•ll1llilll•l•1•II, 
ln1ured: 
Location : 
Lou Settlement Provi.lon, (See Polloy) 
Al Aeplocemont Coal - Similar Conelruolion 
61 Limited Repl-menl Coat - Coverage B 
Forma, OpUona, end EndorMmenio 
Homeownora Polloy 
lmnue Dwlg up to $29 780 
Ordinanoe,\_aw 10%/ $14,890 
Back,Up Dwell/Uoted Prop.rty 
Earthquake Exel Muonry Ven .. , 
Homeownert Policy Endorwment 
Amondatory Endoraamenl 
Jewelry and Fun, $1 ,50042,500 
Zone: 50 
FP-7955 
OPT ID 
OPT OL 
FE-5706 . 4 
FE-7300 . 4 
FE-3524 
FE-2340 
OPT JF 
RENEWAL CERTIFICAn 
JNI 152015 
Coverwgeo end Limit• 
s.otlon I 
A Dwelling 
Dw1ling Eldan1ion Up To 
6 Peraonal Property 
C Lo110I U11 
Oeductlblu • Section I 
Other Lon•• 112% (MIN) 
Excopt 10% Eorthquoko 
Section II 
L Po,.onal Liability 
Damage to Property ol Othero 
M Medical Paymanta to Othera 
(Eooh Poroon) 
Annual Premium 
Amount Due 
PNlffllum Reduction• 
Claim Reoord DJ.count 
Home/Auto Oiaoounl 
lnHation Coverage Index. 208.8 
f P•u• help u, updato the dala uaed to determine your premium. Contact your agent with the year each ol _ your home'• ut!~le• (heating/cooi ng , plumbing, or oloctrioal) and roofwo .. lut updat.d. 
~ JRBC,.... lf'' 'T"-1IJ) ! ·- ' -~ ! . 
~ NOV : G 79 14 
$961. 0 
$!48 , 90C 
14,890 
Actu!Pt~~; 
Sustained 
!,OOC 
$300,000 
500 
3 , 000 
$961 
$961 . 
305 
424 
• • • 
Database Lookup 11!!1~ Ei 
3 results (0.001 seconds) 
Select a record and press ''£ntet" lo close the results window. 
CIIISsifieation Result 
The document W4S classified to the following dass: 
46 lelds 
1Pa 80X 1)018 
II 
PnncipleB alance fi6873.0l 
CovetageAmounl: 111,000 NeYIICoverageb.rnovnt 
T ypeofPaymentCode I• NewTypeofP~ntCode 
Dtwrsementlype l•st 
Deductit»eAmount ii 11000 NewOeductbleAmount 
EKp1ationOate ii 109 J0 ·201"i NewE><puat1onOate 
Te,m 112 NewD.sbuseOueOate 
Oisbl.wsemen~ Iii lsn.oo New01sbusementArnount 
OisbursementOueOate Iii fog 01 201s 
• 
II 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Search 
AD COVERAGE TYPE H.6ZAAD DISBURSEMENT TYPE 
355 
351 
If a borrower has more than one type of insurance 
policy both are displayed and user can select the 
correct coverage type to display the information 
that matches the document type. 
I SV-DecPages 3 
OK Cancel ~) 
stateFarm state Farm fW'II and C••uatty Company 
A . Y.!:3..~,..~:x,.,,_..,. 
... 0 ·17• 1I03·FAD2: H W 
SC ST ATE HOU! LF-Neu ~nc• Cornpa"!y tame ] 
a DEVELOPMEN T AUTHOR ITY 
IS AOA/ ATI MA 
ATTN , " TB SE RV I CIN G/ES CROW 
5 00 OU TLET PO I NTE I LVJJ STE C 
COLU"II A SC 2 1211 - 5652 
1lh•l•1• l'·'"'"ll"il·'·ll1"1111t,ll,1d•11•111"ll"·l·1·"· 
eo--.,... and Llm lte 
Section I 
A 0we• ng 
Oweling Extenelon Up To 
B Pel'90nal Property 
C Loa• of U.e 
Oeductlblu • Section I 
Othe r lo••" 112% (MIN) 
Except 1 0% Earthquake 
EKPO't Note for ProcessOf B Uotrs fOf" UH" whNl non sta,nd;trd fo llow up is~ Printout prowide:d .it e•port 
Loei• SetUemenc PrOYlalona (Se,• Polq) 
A1 Aeplao• rn.nt Co•t - S.m ila r Con•truotion 
81 U mhd Repfaoem•nt Coel - Coverag• 8 
Letta rs Re quired fo r Loa n - Double cl ic k on the Chec k Sox to fla g a letter for sendin g. The resu lt shou ld be a 
s olid bla ck che ck ma rk. 
SendES001 (1 al Mo1tgageClause) II p Comment Code_001 • I ..:I 
UserComment_001 
• 
Sen d E S002 (I n adequate Cow,,age) • p Corrrnent Code_002 • ..:I 
UserConvnent_002 
• 
Send ESOOJ (l nadequale Flood Co¥el'age) • p Corrment Code_ 003 II ..:I 
Use,Comment_003 
• 
Send ES004 (Change of lnsu, anceJ • p Corrment Code_ 004 • ..:I 
• • 
Form•, Option., and Endorsem•ni• 
Hom.own• ,. Polloy 
~:-:e~wup, 'o-,f,.295~~~890 
Back-Up Ow.illl.:.t.d Property 
Earthquake, Excl Muonry Ve neer 
Homeowner-a Pofloy Endors.rnent 
Amendatory Endo,.ement 
Jeweilry and Fu,- $1 ,5001$2,500 
Zone. 50 
FP-7955 
OPT 10 
OPT OL 
FE-5706 . 4 
FE-7300 . 4 
FE-3524 
FE- 2340 
OPT JF 
Annual PNmlum 
Amount Due 
Premium Rtldl.lC'tlona 
Oaim Raoord Oleoou nt 
Homa/Auto Oiaoount 
Inflation Cove rage Index 208.8 
f P-le•• help ua update ttM, data uaed to determine your ,,,-mium. Contact your agent w ith th• y•ar each of your home's uUrtlea (heatlngloooling, plumbing, o, eteotrioal) end roof wera 1-1 updat.d . 
s 1m ·E c.,.....ir.,.,r 'IT""I\ ; ~ - .. ~ 
! nv · ,1, ?ntA 
$148.900 
14, 890 
Aotu!Pt~!~ 
Sus ta 1 n•d 
1 , 000 
$300, 000 
500 
3.ooo 
$961 . 00 
$96 1. 00 
305 . oc 
424 . oc 
• 
Escrow_Kofax_Processing.accde - User GUI 
For pre and post Kofax process ing - each is a simple one c li ck action. Other process in fo rm ati on is included to a id users. 
g BKFS/Kofax Processing Steps I 
Before processing Kofax Batch - SVEsc..-ow Insurance Declarations I 
1. Run the " ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT" in Passport. 
This creates a text file - ESCR HAZARD INSURANCE INFO EXPORT.txt and store s it in SC OUS IN G 
G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS Processing . This data is then imported into the database table BKFS_ SYS 
HAZARD INSURANCE INFO. The data is then re-configured in qry_SVEscowAutofill and exported out to 
C:\ProgramData\Kofax\CaptureSV\BKFS_ KofaxProcessing on the Kofax server. 
Close Database 
2. Click h ere to import data from BKFS and create export to Kofax Escrow Process 
Process your Kofax Batch I Kofax Capture 9.0 ~ Administration 
3 . Open Kofax Batch Manager and process batch accordi ng to procedures. Ii? AP! Reference Guide 
l,hJ Batch Manager 
"'=- Export 
After Processing Kofax Batch I 
Step 4 will also provide the following for the users benefit: 
Print a list of letters that BKFS should generate. 
4 . Click here to generate the text file t hat will be used to import the data updated in Print a list of notes entered for each loan processed. 
Kofax into BKFS. Generate an Excel file with all data values that were to be 
updated in BKFS. G:\Homeownership\Kofax_BKFS 
Process ing\Export_to_BKFS_Data For u se in data veri f ication .xis 
To push updates to BKFS I 
5 . Log into BKFS and select your Haz Update Smart Button. Follow the prompts. I File location is G:\Homeownersh ip\Kofax_BKFS Processing\Datafi les for ~ Hoz Ul)dete BKFS\qry KofaxData to BKFS Final.txt 
Select Li n k Below to Open Processing Guide I 
.. ~ .. ~ .. ~Homeownershi~~Kofax BKFS Processing~Escrow Dec Pages Kofax to BKFS Processing Guide.docx I 
• • • 
Appendix X - Requirements, Benchmark and Evaluation 
• 
Functional Requirements 
User ability to see data from BKFS while working in Kofax. 
User ability to modify data from BKFS while working in Kofax . 
Accurate uploads of modified data into BKFS. 
Accurately indexed images into OnBase. 
User provided with a list of letters that BKFS should print for mailing. 
User provided with a list of any follow up notes entered for a loan during the Kofax Validation step. 
User provided with a method for routing insurance documents for which a borrower was not located in 
BKFS. 
User provided with a method for getting a print out of a specific document without having to hunt for it 
in the paper batch 
IT provide with a method for easy and successful restorations of data if needed. 
User provided with a method for easy verification of data values uploaded into BKFS. 
Easy to follow process from users viewpoint. 
Easily modifiable in the event that additional fields need added due to software and or process changes . 
• 
User provided with a Process Guide. 
IT Project Documentation provided. 
LT - Minimizes additional time needed for training document recognition when new insurance companies 
or forms are added . 
• 
Functional Requirements Requirements and Bench Marks 1 
Process man urs • before project Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Opening/Sorting Mail 2 0.5 0.5 1 1 
Loan Lookup & 
Information Updates 5 3 0 .5 3 2.5 
Batch Prep 0 2.5 0.5 1 0 
Indexing into On Base 0 0.5 5 1.5 0 
Send Letters/ 
Outstanding Issues 0 0 0 0 3 
I Daily Hrs 7 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 
I weekly Hrs 33 
~ 
Process man hours after 
project Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Opening/Sorting Mail 2 1 1 1 1 
Batch Prep 0.5 0 0 .25 0.25 0 .25 
Kofax Process 2 0 1 2.5 2.5 
Mail Letters/ 
Outstanding Issues 1 0 1 1 1 
loaily Hrs 5.5 1 3.25 4.75 4.75 
Weekly Hrs 19.25 
Reduction in 
Hrs 13.75 
- -
Reduction in 
Workdays 
' 
1.83 
Time Benchmark Requirements and BenchMarks 2 
• 
User Feedback - Project Evaluation 
Kofax Processing Easy to learn 
Using the guide the process is easy to follow. Will not be difficult to 
teach new users. 
Validation layout matched typical user manual process fairly closely 
The loan lookup was faster in the Kofax process than in BKFS 
Loan lookup can be performed quickly using several different fields 
Quickly adapted to working with image instead of paper. 
Incorporates multiple BKFS screens into one. 
Don't miss manual indexing into OnBase 
Access Database Easy to follow. The form design helps user keep the steps in order. 
Like the follow up print outs. 
BKFS Upload Using the macro in "Stop and Verify" mode during testing was slow 
but now that most fields and functions have been verified as updating 
correctly the process is quick and operator can be performing other 
tasks while it runs. 
Letters to borrowers or insurance companies print as part of process so 
this is no longer a separate task to be performed. 
Backup Process Works as we had hoped. In the event of a failure of the data export it 
takes about an hour to verify which parts may have failed and re-create 
• 
the data table in the Access Database . 
Other Debbie undertook to realign the mail sorting process to work better 
with this process . This has resulted in even more time savings. 
Excellentjob Debbie! 
Invoices are easier and faster to key. Since all the billing information is 
being kept up to date on a daily basis there is no longer a need to re-
verify information when the invoice is being processed for payment. 
Makes workload seem less overwhelming because the paper is not 
stacked al I over desk. 
IT should be able to pull in new sample documents that are flagged 
during processing that need to be trained for recognition. Performing 
this task should take less than an hour per month. 
From an IT perspective this was a great team to work with . 
Collaboration , open mindedness and willingness to think outside of 
"how we've always done it" made this a great project. Debbie is to be 
commended for all the time and effort she has provided this project. 
• 
Team Evaluation Results Requirements and BenchMarks 1 
Appendix XI - Fields Not Tested Report 
BKFS Macro Upload - Fields that have not had an occurance for upload since project began List last updated 12/15/2015 
HAZ 351 Flood 352 Additional (Condo) 353 Earthquake 354 Wind and Hail 355 
None NewAgentCode NewAgentCode NewAgentCode Send_ESOOl(Mort Clause) 
NewlnsCoCode NewlnsCoCode NewlnsCoCode Send_ES033 (Paid in Full) 
LF-NewlnsCoName NewExpirationDate NewAmount_Disburse Send_ES051 (Do Not Escrow) 
Send ES007 (Name Change) NewPolicyNumber NewExpirationDate ComCode 001 (Mort Clause) 
Send_ES051 (Do Not Escrow) Send_ESOOl(Mort Clause) NewAmountCoverage UComOOlFin (Mort Clause) 
ComCode 004 (Change of Insur) Send ES002 (lnadeq .Cover) NewPolicyNumber ComCode 033 (Paid in Full) 
UCom004Fin (Change of Insur) Send_ES004 (Change of Insur) NewDeductibleAmount UCom033Fin (Paid in Full) 
ComCode_007 (Name Change) LF-NewlnsCoName Send_ESOOl(Mort Clause) ComCode_051 (Do Not Escrow) 
UCom007Fin (Name Change) Send_ES007 (Name Change) Send_ES002 (lnadeq .Cover) UCom051Fin (Do Not Escrow) 
ComCode_051 (Do Not Escrow) Send_ ES015( Ded uctLetter) Send_ES004 (Change of Insur) 
UCom051Fin (Do Not Escrow) Send_ESOll (Contact Letter) LF-NewlnsCoName 
Send ES033 (Paid in Full) Send_ES007 (Name Change) 
Send_ES051 (Do Not Escrow) Send_ES015(DeductLetter) 
ComCode_OOl (Mort Clause) Send_ES011 (Contact Letter) 
UComOOlFin (Mort Clause) Send_ES033 (Paid in Full) 
ComCode_002 (lnadeq.Cover) Send_ES051 (Do Not Escrow) 
UCom002Fin (lnadeq .Cover) ComCode_OOl (Mort Clause) 
ComCode_004 (Change of Insur) UComOOlFin (Mort Clause) 
UCom004Fin (Change of Insur) ComCode 002 (lnadeq .Cover) 
ComCode_007 (Name Change) UCom002Fin (lnadeq .Cover) 
UCom007Fin (Name Change) ComCode 004 (Change of Insur) 
ComCode_Oll (Contact Letter) UCom004Fin (Change of Insur) 
UComOllFin (Contact Letter) ComCode_007 (Name Change) 
ComCode 015 (DeductLetter) UCom007Fin (Name Change) 
UCom015Fin (DeductLetter) ComCode_Oll (Contact Letter) 
ComCode 033 (Paid in Full) UComOllFin (Contact Letter) 
UCom033Fin (Paid in Full) ComCode_015 (DeductLetter) 
ComCode_051 (Do Not Escrow) UCom015Fin (DeductLetter) 
UCom051Fin (Do Not Escrow) ComCode_033 (Paid in Full) 
UCom033Fin (Paid in Full) 
ComCode 051 (Do Not Escrow) 
UCom051Fin (Do Not Escrow) 
Summary 
• 
Macro Upload Fields Not Live Tested 12.15.2015 
- • - 1 
• 
